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Intrriduefion

Today, the Atchafalaya River originates near
the conflucncc of Old River and thc Red River.
Locations along thc channel are typically identified
as river miles downstream lnim this confluence
which ii I'ive river rnilei north tif Simmesport,
Louisiana, The prcient 219 l kmi  846 mi-'!
Atchafalaya Baiin Floodway that lies between the
Eait and West Florxf way I'nitcct ton Levers has been
termed "Americas Gleatcit River Swamp"  United
States Fish and %'ifdlifc Service 1978!. The
Atchafalaya Basin extend»nland 01 km �25 mi!
and ii roughly 24 km   I S mi t w idc. The Atchafalaya
River ii cffcctivcly r}arnrnctl acroii iti entire liiwcr
cndhy natural levcei of'l<ing abandoned Mississippi
River coursci  Russell 1967 l Long term patterns
of icdirncnt depoiit itir»n thc Atcha1'alaya Basin arc
driven hy suhiidencc unif thc dciclopment of
distrihutary channels  Tyc and Coleman 1989a; Tye
and Coleman 19I19bh Grand Lake, thc large lake
which formed at thc lov cr end of  hc Basin,
primarily discharges through twit outlcti, the Lower
Atchafalaya River at Morgan Cit>, and the Wax Lak»
Outlet artificial channel, ctiinplctcd in 1942. ln
recent decades icdimcntati< in hai filled most of the
area of' Cjrantl Lake  Fig. ! >

Fig, 1 Cirand IMe  GL! and 1 Mc hauisc point tf I-pr
ihorelines as fnapped in 1'f 1 ' Locaiioni of the ft
Rangelinei examined in th!»tudy aic shots n   1 ff-A
19-A. 20 A. 2 1-A. --A. -3-A. '4. and 5!.

Unlike the Missisiippi, thc Atchafalaya River
empties into the Gu! f of Mexico through passes into
a relatively shallow bay. Thui. in contrast to thc
Miisiiiippi delta, thc Atchafalaya River Delta is
actively growing  Adams and Rauriutnn I 'WO; van
Heerden e  al. 1983k Thii accreting delta will
provide benefits to [ ouiiiana'.i lishcriei and
protection of existing land.i and property from
erosion and stormi. Although thi.i growing delta
causei some manageable problcrns f' or navigation
and potentially impacts local flooding, its benefits
vastly outweigh these costi which ultimat.cly rrmy
hc unavoidable.

The Flood Control Act of 1928 authorized the
"Mississippi River and Tributaries Flrxid Connol
Plan" and developed thc plan to utilize the
Atchafalaya Basin as a flrx>dway to reduce flriod
stages in the Lower Mississippi River. Today, the
Atchafalaya Basin icrvei multiple uses. The
principal role, and arguably the most valuable role,
of' thc Atchafalaya Baiin Floodway system is to
convey one half of the 85,000 m'.i ' �,000,00f! cubic
feet pcr iecond. cfs ! deiign flood of thc "Misiissippi
River and Trihutariei Flood Control Plan." During
iurh conditions the Atchafalaya Basin conveys half
of t.h» total Mississippi River Basin flood discharge
to the Gulf. Ib iniurc usc a» a flrxrdway, thc federal
govcmrnent has purchased flowage easemcnts on
property within the Atchafalaya Basin and regulates
development which might interfcrc with floodway
operation. Other important use,i of the Atchafalaya
Baiin include fishery production, iport and non-
sport wildlife production, tourism, recreation, agri-
culture, and silviculture.

At the beginning of the nineteenth century the
relationship of the Red River and thc Atchafalaya
River to the Missiisippi River was different from
the present configuration  Fisk 1952; Hebert 1967;
Reuis 1991; Hale 1996: Reuss 199g!. At that time,
the Rcd River wa» a tributary to the Mississippi
River in a large meander loop, and the Atchafalaya
River was a very minor Misiiiiippi River
distributary originating just downitreani of the
confluence of the Red and 1Vliss issippi Ri veri. The
head of the Atchafalaya River at this time was
blocked by a massive log jam; so masiivc that cattle
were driven across it and live willow trees werc
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«liscrvcil grovving !rum it IHehcri lufi7; Rcuss
1998 !. The rc latiunship of thcsc rivers v as «harigcd
draniatically in l	3! when   aptain Henry Shrcvc
was uuth<irizctl tii create un !t N! ft cut-off through
th» neck of' thc Mississippi River s iile liidcr Iiiop
 later known as Shrcvc's Cut!, v,hich is<i!a!cd f.he
mouth of thc Rcd River and hcaduf the Atchafa!aya
River fruni thc main flow of the Mississippi. Thc
upper portionul  hc severed "Shrcvc" meander !oup
stxin filled with sediment. 'I he 1 iwer purtnin of thc
meander loop 1'orrncd what is now terntcd  !! d R iver,
v hereupon, the Atchaf'a!aya River began to capture
flow from thc Mississippi River main channel. Thc
Rcd River evolved from a trihutar> of the
Mississippi to a headwater of the Atchitfa!aya River.
Demolition of thc ratt of rrces on the Atchafalayu
River allowed improved navigation «nd further
changed the regional hydrologic relationships.
Between 1900 and 1950. thc annua! discharge ol
the Atchafalaya River grew from ! 2'yr to 3 !';f. of
the conibincd Vlississippi River and Red River
discharges,

The I!.S. Congress. acting to avoid the
economic and environmental disaster associated
with coinplete capture of' thc flriw by the
Atchafalaya, authorized planning and construction
by the U.S. Army Corp» of Engineers to ensure that
thc discharge in these channels rcrriain at thc ! 950
ratio  Hebert 1967; McPhec ! 989; Reuss ! 998! lt
was projected at that time that a 70/30 flow ratio
could be maintained in a stable channel configura-
tion, but that if left. uncontro! led, the main river flow
would naturally reroute to the Atchafalaya by
about 197i. The Old River Control Structure
 ORCS!, comp!eted by thc Corps in ! 963, control»
diversion from the Mississippi River into the
Atchafa!aya Ba~in through two dam-like structures.
Following flood damage to the ORCS in ! 973, the
U.S. Congress authorized construction of an
auxiliary structure to assist in flow control.
Recently, the Sidney A. Murray Jr. Hydroelectric
Station generating facility has been constructed and
incorporated into thc overall control faci!ities.

Suspended sediment concentrations and loads
m the Mississippi River have decreased for several
decades  Keown et a!. 1986; Dardeau and Causey
1990; Mossa !990; IVlossa 1993!. Red River

suspended scdi»icnt concentration has decline<1
recently. !ikely caused bv the cuiilpleii 'ii'i  if Rci
River lock and dam priifects. This recent decline in
Red River suspended sediment cuncentritt«in»ii
particularly alarming in terni.«it ciiastal accrctii»i
because historically thc Rcd River contrihtneif
loading tu the Atchafalava in a proport ton larger than
i s contribution tu vo!unictric water discharge
 Mossil ! 99f!; Mossa ! 993 !. Opei atliirl since !99ti
ol the ncw!y constructed Murray Hydroelectric
Piiwer Plarlt  tleslgn capacity 45 !f! iii yr ul
! 60. XX! cts!, and the Auxiliary Contro! Structure.
completed iin ! 987, a!so certainlv have af'tcctctl
bcdload land to some degree suspended sediment i
distributions troin the Mississippi River tu the
Ai chal a ! ay a Ri ver.

During the early ! 931!'s thc rouie of thc
Atchafa!aya River through the Aichafalava Basin
was altcrcd. Originally, the major flow of thc
Atchafalaya River turned sharply eastward near
Butte La Rose and followed a course which was in
part outside the current East Atchafalaya Basin
Protection Levee, Before the ! 931!'s the Atchafala! a
River channel did not pass through Grand Lake.
F!iiw through Gra~d Lake was limited to discharge
through a web of small distributaries and over!and
flow» during flood events. In the early 193 ! s thc
main Atchafalaya River channel was rcroutcd to
flow through Grand I.ake. Although thi. nev
channel may have improved channel capaciti and
created an efficient hydrau!tc connection tn the
newly constructed Wax Lake Out!ei, it also pro-
moted succession of Grand Lake through the
increased deposition of sediments.

ln the nineteenth century Grand Lake, also
called Lake Chitimaches. was a dominarit f'eature
of thc Atchafalaya Basin covenng approximatel!
! 5% of the present day Atchafalaya Basin. Tridav,
only small shal!<iw remnants of'the lake exist vv ithin
the protection levees of the Atchafalay a F!oodway.
This rapid reduction of !ake volume is sim;!ar to
that docurnentcd in some man-riiade resertoirs
which have flifled in !ess than 2t yr  Chanson and
james ! 998!. Protecred from sediment load ot th»
Atchafalaya, an arm of thc former lake has been
preserved as Lake I'ausse Poim t Tye and Coleman
1989a!, located to the west of the West Atchata! ay a
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Basitt Protection Levee, The rapid disappearance
of Grand Lake has heightened concern about
succession and loss of other features within the
Atchafataya Basin, White seditnentation and delta
growth are most often considered desirable
processes in the Atchafalaya Bay, sedimentation
and associated succession are most common]y
considered undesirable within the Atchafalaya
Basin. This paper focuses on changes in Grand
Lake, documented in records of the eight rangeline s
 upstreatn to downstream I 8-A, 19-A, 20-A, 21-A,
22-A, 23A, 24, and 25! which cross this lake.

Methods and Materials

ln order to identify changes in the capacity of
thc Atchafalaya Basin to convey flood discharges,
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers has surveyed
clevations along transects, termed rangelines, at
irregular intervals beginning in 1916. Data from
these surveys were obtained from the New Orleans
District Office of the Corps of Engineers as large
format graphs of elevation plotted against distance
along the rangelinc. Rangelinc data for the entire
Atchafalaya Basin for all years were digitized and
registered into a three-ditnensionat georeferenced
intergraph Microstation GIS database. In this 3-d
database, thc rangct inc» can hc analyzed from tnan y
different aspects.

Average elevation was measured using the
Mictostation polygon area function. A horizontal
base line of arbitrary elevation was constructed
directly below each rangeline. Vertical lines were
then erected from this basehne connecting to the
rangel inc under consideration at its endpoint s or the
inner levee toc, and at the tnain river channel hanks.
The area of the resulting polygon  or polygon s if a
section of thc main channel crossed the rangeline!
was then divided by the total length of thc baseline
under the polygon to determine thc average
elevation of the rangelines above the baseline
elevation excluding, the levecs and main Atchafalaya
River Channel, These elev ations were imported imo
a spreadsheet for further ana1ysis.

Data from 79 rangetine surveys of Grand Lake
in 23 different years over the period from 1916 to

1988 were available for this study <Table I!.
Because of budget and logistical considerations, all
eight rangelines were surveyed in only onc �974!
of these 23 years. River mites listed with rangeline
numbers in Tables 1 and 2 provide an approximation
of location within the Atchafalaya Basin. As a
reference, the Corps of Engineers Butte La Rose
gage �3I20! is located at river mile 64.8, the Six
Mile Lake gage �3645! is located at river mile
105,2, and the gage at Morgan City �3780! is
located at river mile 117.7.

Over thc entire period of observation the
bottom surface elevation sloped toward the Gulf.
ln the earliest observations in 1917, the minimum
elevation was -3.19 tn at rangeline 25 near river tnile
110, By 1980 thi s downstream clcvation had risen
to -0.34 m, an average rate of accretion of 4.5 cm
yr'. From 1917 to 1941 accretion rate at this
rangeline wa.s 4.2 cin yr', and frotn 1941 to 1980
accretion rate was 4.7 cm yr ', an increase of 12%.
At the upstreatn rangctine, 18-A, at river mile 85,
elevation rose froin -1,07 in 1917, to 0.09 in 1940,
to 0,93 m in 1978, This corresponds to an accretion
rate of 3,3 ctn yr ' over 1917 to 1978, a rate of 5.0
from 1917to 1940and a rate of 2,2cm yr-1 from
1940 to 1978. Thus, at thc upstream rangeline
accretion rate dropped 56 percent in thc later period.

Overall average accretion rate for all
rangelines over the entire period of study was 3.6
em yr ', This is an unusually high rate of accretion.
Referring to canals and we lands, Dortch   1996!
states that "accretion rates are typically on the order
of 0.1 to 1.0 cm yr ~. Extensive reservoir sedimen-
tation survey statistics compited hy Dendy �969!
show that typical accretion rates are inore than an
order of magnitude below the values determined
here. The high rate of accretion observed in Grand
Lake tnay be attributed to the high suspended
smliment concentration of the Atchafalaya River,
the very targe flow passing through the lake, and
the initial lake depth.

To provide comparative water surface
etc vations, stage data from three Atchafalaya River
Stage gages w ere analyzed  Fig, 2!. Lines of water
surface elevation, tertned flowtines, at three different
discharge values were denved from published stage
and discharge data for the 1974 calendar year.
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Table l. Average Grand l.ake rangeline elevation in meters above mean sea level  AMBI.!. A1ain
channel and main channel natural or artificial levees are excluded.

22- A 23- AYear 18-A 19-A 252 !-A

1916
1917 - 1,07 -1. 35 -1,44
1934 -0,52 -0.91 -1.41
1940 0.09 -0.28 -0.77

1941
1950 0.47 0.13
1951 0.72 0.39
1953 0.35

1956

1959

1963 0.71 0,76
1964

1967
1968 0.78 0.77 0.33

i 972

1974 0.98

1975
1976 0.47
1978 0.93

1980

1987
1988 -0. 17

-1.65 -1.86
-3,19

-1.68

-1.62 - .09-1.34

-0,64

-0.50

-1,31

-0,9 l

-0,91 -1,71 -1.58

-1.14

- ! 74-1,19-0.18
-0. 13

-0.70 -0.411

-1,02 -�.51
0.07

-0.16 -0 78

-0.54

-0.27
0.04

0.34

0,39

0.51

0.56

-0.22 -0.05

0.16 0.140.01

0.03 -0.340,22

0.40
0.07

1.18
0.000.10

ktn

tao100 200

2.5

2.0

E
1.5

8
CO

1.0

0.5

80 90 100 110 120 1 30

River M tie

7060

Ftg. 2, Model eqtti!ibrium clevations  heavp bne }, and f owlines of water surface elevation at 3000, 4000. and 6000
m's ' discharge derived from l974 t'SACE stage data.
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Elevations at Butte La Rose, Six Mile Lake, and
Morgan City were determined for three Atchafalaya
River discharges measured at Simmesport.
Flowlines for 3000,4000, and 6000 m' s' �06, 14!,
2
 thousand cfs! were determined. These

discharges represent approximate! y the 25, 40, and
60 % flow duration  i.e. percent of days that the
f!ow is not exceeded! since the Otd River Control
Structure began operation  We! Is and Demas, !977!.

Model Development

Observations list.ed in Table ! are difficult to
analyze because of the large number of missing
values forany speciftc year, Additionally, variability
in individual observations obscures more general
trends. ln order to overcome these d!ffrculties, a
simple empirical model of annual accretion was
developed and compared to the values in Table l.
Sedimentation and accretion models a.re most
commonly based on an assumed particle settling
ve!ocity determined through calibration ar using
Stoke's Law  Cerco and Co!e !995; Dortch 1996!,
Appl ication of these mode Is requires at a min tmu rn,
a knowledge of water velocities and depths; these
were unavailable for Grand Lake. ln consideration
of' this !imitation, the model deve!oped here is
empirical and is based on observed trends and
asymptotic reasoning. Annual change in average
elevation was modeled as:

E � E
r =l:-E

K+E � E
o

�!

where r ts the annual accretion rate over year I
 m yr'k

E, is average range!inc elevation AMSL
 ml at the end of year t,

E� is the equilibrium  maximum!
accret>on c!evatron fm j,

r is the maximum accretion rate  rn yr '!,
Q is river annual calendar-year average

volumetric discharge  m's '!,
K is the distance  m! belovs E�at which

accretion rate is reduced to ha! f r, and
r, and a are constants.

For Grand Lake these parameters were
estimated through a visual calibration to the
observed values. An optimal value of the exponent
"a" was f'ound to bc near unity, and a value of I was
accepted as the calibrated value. The parameter r,
was dcterrnined to be !,803 s m- yr' through
calibration. For these parameter selections, the
average value of r over thc period from 1934 to
1990 is 9.95 cm yr' The parameter K was found,
through ca!ibration, to bc 0.4 m at all range!ines.
The maximum accretion elevation, E�. was found
to depend on the range!inc location, and generally
decreastx! from upstream to downstream locations.
For the range!ines 18-A, 19-A, 2O-A, 2 I -A, 22-A,
23-A, 24, and 25, the value of E,�was estimated to
be 0.9, 0,8, 0,5, 0.4, 0.35, 0.2, 0.!, and 0,1 m,
respectively  Table 2; Fig. 2!.

Because the spatial pattern of flows through
the Atchafalaya Basin was radically changed in the
1930's, the calibrated model was initiated in 1934
 Table 2!, Initial values were input for !934, and
subsequent years werc then calculated on an Excel
spreadsheet using the parameters cited above  Table
2!. Calcu!ated values were in close agrecmeot  Fig.
3! with the observations listed in Table l.

C
r =r~q
ltll I �!

where

r' is a dimension!ess constant which may be
expressed as a percentage,

y is surficia! sediment bulk density, the dry
weight of bottom sediments per unit
accreted volume  'kg I '!,

Q

One goal of this study is to provide a more
generalized method for projecting accretion which
may be particularly useful in planning river
diversions for habitat restoration. It is therefore
further conjecnured that r can be related to annual
average suspended sediment concentration, c and
water application rate  discharge per unit area
inundated!, q, by:
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Table 2. Model calculated average Grand l.ake rangelirie elevation in m above meara sea level
 AMSL!. Model parameters «re displayed near the top of the table.

Range!ineJRlver Ml!e
20 A l! A IlI '9-A

90

G.H

04

1.803

1. XX!

R ange!inc
River Mile

18-A

85

09

103

0.2

10510!

 !.35

9H

0.4 0.1[;� m!
K  m!

r,,  crn cms 'yr '!

Ol

0.4

I . 803

0.4

1.803

1.000

0,4

!.803

1.000

0.4 0,4 0.4

1.803 1.803 1.803

I, XX! 1. XX! ! . �0

1.803

1. XX!1.0 X'I

Using parameter values available from the
literature, the value of r can be roughly estimated.
Over the period 1964 through 1974, Atchafalaya
River suspended sediment concentration averaged
4GO mg 1'  Wells and Demas 19771. Although
su spended sediment conCentrations in the
Mississippi River have declined .since the middle
of this century  Dardeau and Causey 19901. a
constant value is used here for analysis in order to
simplify computation, and because very roughly half
of the suspended sedirncnt of the Atchafalaya River
is supplied by the Red River  Mossa 1990! which
is not kr! own to have declined in suspended scdirnenl
concentration prior to the relatively recent

The value of q is commensurable with precipitation
rate and other area-specific intensive parameter~,
and may be most conveniently reported as m yr '.

The parameter r' can be interpreted as the
fraction of the suspended sediment which is
removed from the water column in thc process of
accretion and is related to trapping efficiency
def!ned in other sedimentation studies  Strand and
Pembcrton 1982; Salas and Shin !999!. Solving
F~uations 2 and 3 give~:

r =r AUc
o a

YEAR
! 916
1917
1934
1940
1941
!950
195!
1953
I '956

1959
1963
1964
1967

1968
1972
1974
1975
1976
!977
1978
1980
1987
1988

¹N/A
¹' N/A
-0.30
O.  X!
0.04
0.59
0.64
0.71
0.77
O.S3
0.87
0.88
0.89
0.89
0.90
0.90
0.90
0.90
0.90
0.90
0.90
0.90
0.90

¹N/A
¹N/A
-0.70
-O. 3H
-0.33

0,29
0.36
0.45
0.53
0.65
0.73
0.74
0.77

0,78
0.79
0.80
0.80
0.80
0.80
0.80
0.80
0.80
0.80

¹N/A
¹N/A
-l,
-0.82
-0.78
-0. 13
-0.05
0.05
0.15
0.29
0.40
0.4 !
0.45
0.46
0.49
0.50
0,50
0.50
0.50

0.50
0.50
0.50
0,50

¹N/A
¹N/A
-1.8 !
-1.45
-1,40
-0.68
-0.58
-0.46
-0,34
-O. I 3
0.07
0.09
0.19
023
0.34
0.38
0.38
0. 39
0.39
0.39
0,4O

0,40
0.40

¹N/A
¹N/A
-! .90
-1.55
-1.50
-0.77
-0.68
-0 55
-0.42
-0.22
-0.01
0.01
0.12
0.16
0.28
0,32
033
0.34
0.34
0.34
0.35
0,35
0.35

¹N/A
¹N/A
-3.00
-2.63
-2.58
-1 79
-1.68
- I,s4
-1.39
-1.13
-0.84
-0.81
-0.63
-0.56
-0.28
-0,10
-0.03

0.00
0.03
0.06
0.12
0.19
0.19

¹N/A
¹N/A

i 60
I

i !9

-1.43
-!,32
-1.19
-1.05
-0.81
-O. 56
-0.52
-0.38
-0.32
-0. I!
0. IX!
0. 03
0.04
0.05
0.06
0.08
0.10
0.10

¹N/A
¹N/A
-3. 10

73
-'.6H

� I. 89
-I 78
-1.64
- !.49

23
- !.94
-0.9!
-0 73
-0.66
-0 38
-0.20
-0 13
-0.10
-0.07
-0.04

0,02
0.09
l!.O9
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Hoch - Qsaerved KhvaOon {m!

0.0
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0$
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95 too
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Fig. 4. Average elevanoo along Grand Lake rangelines. Pointsines. Points from 1916-1917 arc observedper s inc is equilibrium elevation.

J 1' z 19A ~ 2i a 25 a 2DA v 2M ~ 22M ~ 2~ P:f

Pig. 1. Comparison of model and observed average rangeline elevations. Solid line is line of perfect fit �:1 slope!.
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rcport that net scour of the Basin was observed
during the floods of 1973. 1974, and 1975.

Discussion and Conclusions

Accretion in Grand Lake peaked around 1950,
and has generally diminished since that time  Fig
5!. Sedimentation and succession of Grand Lake will
continue in isolated areas, but at a greatly reduced
rate. ln the future, sedimentation wifl likely focus
on the remaining low-lying areas of the former lake
as upper range! ines equilibrate at a mean elevation
of <1 rn, During the disappearance of' deep open
water, the river channel extended itself through its

growing floodplain. Development of a morc
efficient channel must, to some degree, reduce the
scditnent load flowing over the ele vated floodpl ai n.
and affect final equilibrium elevations. Succession
is approaching a final equilibrium condition with a
typical channel, natural levee, and flood plain
morphology. Today, the rate of sediment trapping
in the former Grand Lake has greatly slowed or
stopped, and Grand Lake is approaching an
equilibrium surface elevation.

Grand Lake Volume and Aeeiretfon

E

0

1950 1990 2000
0
1920 193Q 1940 1950 1960 1970

Year

Voltrne n -Acoetion

Fig. 5, Model projected Grand Lake volurnc  below equilibrium elevation! and annual accretion rate.

navigation improvements, Bottom surficial
sedirncnt densities have been cornpilcd for a large
number of lsorth American lakes hy Dcndy and
Champion �969!. A typical value of 1.12 kg 1' �0
lh ft-'! is used herc. Combining these values with
the original area of Grand Lake provides an estimate
of 49% for r'.

This estimate tnay bc further cotnpared to the
peak percent of load removal projected in the model.
Wells and Demas �977! report that the average
suspended sedirncnt load passing Simrnesport is 86
x 10' tyr ' �60,000 td '!. The peak modeled annual
accretion rate �'ig. 5! is 38 x 10' m', which, using
1. ] 2 t m -', converts to 43 x 10' t yr ', or 50% of the
average suspended sediment load. Average annual
accretion projected by thc model from 1965 through
1971 is 11.8 x 10'm' yr . This would correspond
to an annual removal of' 13.2 x 10' t. Wells and
Dernas �977! rcport that although data are limited,
it is estimated that over this period approximately
755c of the suspended sediment load at Simmesport
was transported through the two outlets. They also

35

30 E
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t
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During the decades of the 1930's and 1940's a
significant fraction, perhaps 20-40%, of the sus-
pended sediment load entering the Atchafalaya
Basin remained in the Basin and was unavailable
for delta accretion in Atchafalaya Bay, Fisk �952!
projected that the Atchafalaya Basin would be filled
with sediment by the early 1970's, and a new matine
deha would then build in Atchafalaya Bay  Tye and
Coleman 1989b!. Since the rnid 1970's, Grand Lake

has bccn effectivel filled. Today, thc sediinent
trapping efficiency at the lake has declined to near
zero, and nearly all suspended sediment entering
Grand Lake is delivered to Atchafalaya Bay. Siinilar
successional patterns have been observed in man-
inadc reservoirs  Lajczak 1996; Kern and Westrich
I IPJ7!

patterns af sedimentation have been identified
in <his study. Accretion slows «nd finally stops as
elevation approaches an equilibrium elevation.
Areas of deep water accrete sediments more rapidly
than shallow water bodies, Lakes also may
preferentially fill with sediments from upsueam to
downstream seginent,s. Expression of these pattern~
to the point that they can be identified and quantified
depends on local hydraulic conditions and
suspended sediment availabi!ity.

Accretion <iccurs prcferentially in deep areas.
This observation is consi slenl N ith observations and
models <if rcscrv<>ir sedimentation  Strand and
Pcmbert<in ! 982!. In Grand Lake. we found that
accreti<in sh!ws <o 33 A of the rnaximuin rate at a
bottom elevation 0.2 m below thc equilibrium
elcvati<in. For a depth of 2 mbelow the equilibrium
elevation, sedimentation occurred at >80% the
inaximum rale determined by suspended sediment
load, Thus. lhe rate of sediment accretion is
relatively uniform and higher in deeper waters.

A better understanding is needed of the factors
that determine the equilibrium surface elevation. It

ely that this elevation is related to some statistic
 e.g. mean annual low water! of local water-surface
elevation. Mechanisms which reduce observed
accretion as thc equilibriuin elevation is approached
include loss of sediment source, increase scour and
erosion, and enhanced consolidation of higher
elevation surfaces.

Preferential accretion in deep water may be
one mechanism contributing to indirect land loss
ftxim excavation of canals in wetlands, In situations
where suspended sediment supply is limited,
sediments may preferentially settle in deep canals
and therefore are unavailable to maintain surface
elevations of surrounding wetlands,

The methodology reported here could provide
a quantitative basis for projecting and analyzing
river diversion projects which divert flow to open
water. It may also provide a basis for design of
accretion monitoring studies in these areas. These
simple modeling techniques also may provide
insight in interpretation of other wetland
seditnentation studies u sing different data collection
methodologies  Hupp and Morris 1990; Hupp et al.
I 993!.

Much <nformation about sedimentation and
accretion can be extracted from the Atchafalaya
Basin rangeline data. Only the data concerning
Grand Lake have been considered in this paper. We
plan to continue examining these valuable records,
and to extend the analysis to the entire Atchafalaya
Ri ver Basin.
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ABSTRACT: A geotechnical process acting to reduce the strength of the marsh soil substratum
is proposed to explain observed patterns of salt marsh loss in the Missitnippi River deltaic
plain. Factors affecting marsh surface elevation, including sedimentation, accretion and
consoihfation, were investigated at two sites about 60 km apart, one adjacent to, and one distant
from direct fluvial influence. The sites are end members on b sustainabihty scale. The isolated
marsh at Bayou Chitigue  BC! is rapidly submerging and converting to open water. The Old
Oyster Bayou  OB! marsh has remained stable as it bas been increasingly affected by the
Atchafalaya River, a Mississippi River dislxibutary now carrying about 30 percent of total
floe. Elevation at BC, 10cm lower on average than at OB, did not increase at a sufficient rate
to offset any relative sea level rise  RSLR! greater than sera, much less the 1 cxn-y' estimated
for this site, even though it is nxeiving sediment at more than tvrice the rate at OB. Shallow
subsidence  D4 m! was estimated at 3.6 and 1.6 cxn y' at BC and OB, respectively, or more than
three titnes RSLR estimated For these sites. A detaoed analysis of marsh surface soil  < 25 nn!
properties disclosed only subtle differences between the two sites, suggesting that the marsh
cap itself remains relatively unchanged as it declines toward tbe lower bound of marsh plant
viabihty. Shallow subsidence is taking place in the marsh substratum beneath the marsh cap.
Sedbnent availability is enhanced at BC as a consequence of the higher frequency and duration
of flooding, but does not result in a proportional increase m accretion or marsh aggradation.
The BC marsh captures less than half of the available sedunent as this material apparently
retnains in lux under the prolonged flooding characteristic of this site. Marsh vegetation
persists at dose to the lower elevation limit and breaks up as mdiv&ual plants die. The OB
marsh, in contrast, captures virtually ail of the smaller input of sediment available and is
aggrading at a rate that appears to approximate local RSLR � c can y'}. A theoretical
geotechnical analysis of the load imposed by tbe marsh cap under normal drainage conditions

From the Syrnposirrm Recent Research in Coastal Louisiana:
Xanrral System Funcrton and Itesponse ro Hurnon Inttvence.
Rozas, L.P., J.A. Nyman, C.E. Proffia, N.N. Rabalais, DJ.
Reed, aod R.E. Turner  edirrrrs!.  999. Published by Louisrasra
Sea Grant College Program.
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is usual to show that shat!otv subsidence should, like sedimentation, be a function of position
vvithtn the tidal frame. A decrease in loading of the marsh substratum drives a reduction in
strength in this section, leading to an increased potential for sudden settlement that can
precipitate marsh loss. Soil stxength profHing is suggested ns a basis for predicting the
restorability and response of tklnl ntarshes to river diversions and other restoration projects.

INTRODUCTION

Dunbar et al. �992! cstirnated that 400,000
ha of estuarine wetlands associated with the
Mississippi River delra in Louisiana have
submerged and converted t«open water since the
193 ls. Much evidence points to waterlogging as a
primary mechanism for this marsh die-off  Naidoo
et a!. 1992, Emst 1990, Pczeshki et al. 1991,
Pejvshki rt al. 1988, Mcnde I ~ sohri and McKee 1988,
Moni s and Dacey 1984!. Rates ofrclative sea level
rise  RSLR! for this area range from 0.5 to more
than 2,0 cm y '  Penland and Ramsey 19901. For
coastal marshes to survi vc. the rate of aggradation,
or absolute surface elevation gain, must equal or
cxcecd RSLR  Baurnann c  al. 1984, Reed and
Cahoon 1992, Reed 1995a!.

ln contrast to the general pattern oi loss, salt
marshes continue to flourish adjacent to the
unleveed mouth of thc Atchafalaya River, a distri-
butary of the Mississippi that carries approximately
30 percent of the total flow tFig. 1!. The exact
mcchanisrns through which thc salt marsh is affecte
by river discharge, however, remain priorly under-
storrd  Turner 1997!. Such detailed information is
required to optimize design and operation of the
river diversion structures and channels that are
proposed as the primary means for restoring the
wetlands of thc Mississippi River deltaic plain  Reed
1995b, Boesch et al. 1994!.

Aggradation has been shown to track scdirnent
accreuon for salt rnarshes with mineral soils  Pethick
198l, Sturnpf 1983, Stoddart et al 1989, French
l99'3, Allen 19941. Stevenson et al. 11986!
examined accretion in marshes from a variety of
tidal ranges and concluded that mineral sedimem
input was critical even in relatively peaty sah tnarsh
settings. Others have found, however, that

accumulation of organic matter rather than mineral
sediment is better correlated with vertical accretion
 Hatton ct al. 1983. Brickcr-Urso et al. 1989, Craft
et al. 1993, Nyman e  al, 1993, Callaway 1994!.

A collapsible soil matrix results when much
of thc soil volume is contributed by plant material
and void space, both high I y compressible elements
 McCai'frey and Thomson 1980, Hackney and
Cleary 1987, Krone 1987, Oenema and Delaunc
1988, Cahoon et al. 1995a!. Salt marsh soils of the
Mississippi River deltaic plain are not as organic as
some at higher latitudes on the U, S. east coast
 Bertncss 1988, Turner 1976!, But void space and
organic rnatter together take up 95 percent of the
volume of typical Louisiana salt marsh soils  Nyrnan
et al. 1990, Delaune et al. 1983!,

Cahoon et al. �995a! compared precise, direct
measurements of marsh surface elevation change
using a sediment erosion table  SET!  Boumans and
Day 19931 with standard measures of vertical
accretion. They found that accretion was not a
reliable predictor of aggradation in some salt
rnarshes, particularly those expcricncing high rates
of RSLR. Despite high rates of accretion in these
marshes, the elevation of the marsh surface cithcr
did not change or decreased. Cahoon et al. �995a!
attributed this to the offsetting effect of
autocompaction or shallow subsidence occurring
between the marsh surface and the base of the SFT
support pipe, generally 3 to 5 rn deep. They
distinguished this settlement from deeper subsidencc
caused by consolidation and tectonic movement
below the base of the SET.

Terzaghi �936! proposed that most changes
in soil consolidation, bearing strength and shearing
resistance can be attributed to changes in the loading
force or effective stress imposed on that soil.
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Figure 1, Locations of Bayou Chitigue {BC! and Old Oyster Bayou  OB! salt marsh sites.

Consolidation, from this perspective, is defined by
the rate at which the soil loses void space in response
to an increase in effective stress. Soils will be
affected by all additions to the load that must be
supported. A lower soil void volume is generally
associated with greater soil strength and the ability
to support added loads without settlement  Dunn et
al. 1980!. Such loads are applied in a natural wetland
setting through the addition of sediment at the
surface, or as a consequence of drainage, The
cxpectcd result is a "normal" consolidation profile
that exhibits a reduction in void volume and increase

in strength with depth  Kosters 1987. Kuecher 1994,
Kaye and Barghoorn 1964!. The loading resulting
from sedimentation and drainage are affected both
by proximity to a sediment source  Leonard 1997,
Allen 1994, Reed 1988, Stumpf 1983! and by
position within the tidal frame  French 1993, Reed
and Cahoon 1992, Krone 1987, Pcthick 1981,
Pestrong 1969!.

We extend the analysis of Cahoon et al.
�995a! to quantify processes that aff'ect surface
elevation at two Mississippi River deltaic plain sites
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proximal to and distant from riverine influence.
The first was rapidly submerging and converting to
open water, while the latter has remained stable for
at !east 30 years f Day et al. 1994 !. We hypothesi zed
that divergence of thc elevation trajectories of thc
two sites, and their marsh !oss histories, could be
re!ated to differences in � ! sediment supply. �! in
the ability of near surface marsh soi!s to support
added sedirncnt, or �! to s-ubsidence originating at
greater depths.

SITE DESCRIPTION

The study sites werc ac!ected about 60 km
apart  Fig. 1!. Both marshes arc of similar age and
origin, derived fnim the Lafourc he deltaic coinp lcx
that was acti ve between 3, X� and 5 X! RP. though
the thickness and sediment characteristics of thc
underlying Ho!ocenc f'ill sequences are quite
different  Frazicr 1967, Penland e  al, 1987!.

Thc Old Oyster Bayou  OB! inarsh is adjacent
to a bay that receives inputs of sediments from the
Atchafa!aya River. The bay system that provides
reworked sediinents to thc Bayou Chitigue  BC! site,
in contrast, is currently isolated from direct river
inflows I Huh and Rouse 1994!. Representative salt
marshes dominated by Spuro'ncs ulrerni fl<>ru were
chosen for both sitcv, each 1<teated between a srnal!
   !.t! ha! pond and a tidal channel  bayou! with
similar hydri>logic connections to nearby bays   Day
ct al. 1994!,

Boardwalks were constructed at each site
along a transect fmm the bayou to the pond to al! ow
access with a minimum of' marsh disturbance. The
two sites differed in thar the bayou ro pond transect
at BC was 	0 m long, while thar at OB was only
50m Fig. 1!. OB isa firm marsh with a continuous
vegetation cover and little exposed mud or
channe!ization of the surface. Wetland !oss in this
area has been minor  Rccd ! 995b!. At BC, the marsh
is deteriorating rapidly and is adjacent to an area
that has experienced extensive co~version to open
water over the past 46 year~  Dunbar er al. 1992,
Reed ! 995b!. The BC marsh surface is dif'ficu! t to
traverse and is interlaced by un vegetated depnessions
where mud is visible bc!ween marsh grass
humrnoc ks. N yrnan e r al.   ! 993! and Delaune et a!.

 ! 994! described a 10 to ! 5 cm loss ol elevation

associated with vegetation death in humrnocks near
BC. They determined that this elevation change
was caused by an in-place col!apse of the marsh
soil matrix, rather than hy mcchanica! rcrnoval or
erosion.

Relative surveys of the inursh surface at thc
two sites showed a pronounced natural levee ridge
adjacent to the bayou at BC that was not as apparent
at OB  Wang 1994!. Marsh elevation at BC
exhibited 20 cm of relief, cresting ! 5 m from the
bayou, but then decreasing as abruptly on r.he inland
side, and declining more gradually to the pond
margin. Elevation at OR was more uniform, except
for a 5 crn drop within l ! m of' thc pond margin
 Wang ! 994!

Thc hydrology of these sites has been
described by others fmm concurrent gaging data
obtained in 1993  Wang et al. 1993, 1994; Wang
1994, Wang 1997!. Both sites experience thc 20
cm annual excursion in sea level that is typical of
this part of the northern Gulf of Mexico  Marmer
1954, Reed 1995b!. Sea !eve! is highest during the
late sprinjand early fall and is lowest in thc winter.
When the marsh was f!tx>ded by m»re than 10 cm
at the mid-transect gage, Aow at both sites was from
thc bayou toward the pond  Wang !994, Wang
1997!.

The BC marsh expenenced more than twice
the number of flooding events as that at 08, as well
as a greater depth of flixxling  f'ig. 2!, The BC
marsh was also inundated for longer periods, and
wa» never dry for morc than 10 consecutive days.
The OB inarsh, in contrast, was not regularly
f!oodcd, and was exposed at times for more than 30
days. Both sites occasionally experienced drai nage
to depths of 10 to 20 cm be!ow marsh surface tWang
1994!. Elevation measurements using a high
precision regional differential GVS survey showed
that the OB marsh surface midway betwccn the
bayou and pond was 10 ro 15 cm higher than the
BC marsh surface at the sarnc relative position
 Alawady and L! Taha 1995!, thu» explaining the
offset in flooding characteristics  Fig. 2!.
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Data collection was initiated at thc BC site in

September 1990. and continued at both sites
bctwccn October 1991 and December 1993.

Hurricane Andrew, with sustained winds of about

200 km h ', made landfall between the two sites on

August 2S. 1992, An analysis of the hurricane
impact at thescsitcs is given in Cahoon et al.
�995h!.

lVlATERIALS AND METHODS

Sediment Deposition, Accretion aad Elevation
Change

Petri-dish sediment traps consisting of
precornhustcd, prewcighcd glass fiber fitters fixed
to the marsh surface were used to mcasurc short-
tcrm sediment depositiiin  Dl.p!  Reed, 1989, 1992;
Leonard 19971. At each site, traps were arrayed at
1 ft locat.ion.s between thc bayou and pond. They
were dcploycd in groups of three that were collected
biweekly over 4 ! intervals from l.cbruary 1992 to
Scptemhcr 1993. No data was collected at BC over
one 4 week interval including Hurricane Andrew
 August 19 to September 28, 1992!. Thc filters were
washed with dciunizcd water to rcrnovc salts and
weighed after drying in thc oven at 60 "C,

Liingcr-tcrm rates of sediment accretion
 ACC! werc dcterrnincd with feldspar ntarkcr
horizons using thc techniques of Cahoon and Turner
�989k Triplicate horizons were established at nine
sites at BC in September 199� and at OB in August
1991. 1:ach rnarkcr was cored in the spring and fall
until October l992 using thc cryogenic method
 Knaus and Cahoon 199 !!. About half' of the
horizons could not be f'iiund after thc storm when
most location indicators were stripped from thc sites.
Cahoon ct al   t 995h! werc more successful,
however, in trrcat!ng similar layers at these sites after
thc storm, and concluded that surface erosion was
minor.

Changes in the elevation of thc marsh surface
 E�,! at the transect midpoints were deterrruned
using the SET method  Bournans and Day ]993,
Cahoon et al. 1995a!. T»'o SET stations were
installed in the marsh at BC in September 1990 and
at OB in August 1991, and measurements continued

at both sites through December 1993. One SET'
station was located at the midpoint iit each transect,
and the second wa.s ptaced just inland of' the pond
margin  Fig. l!.

Each SET station provide» 36 individual
measuring points grouped in quadrants radiating
from a common support pipe that serves ils a
benchmark  Bournans and Day 1993!. Thc SET
support pipe was vibrated into the soil to a depth of
approximately 4 rn to provicle a stable benchmark,
so that measured changes in soil surface elevatioa
integrate all processes that result in aggradation or
degradation within thi» zone  Cahoon et al, 1995al.
The SET collar elevation from the interior station
at each site was later tied into thc regional
differentia! GPS survey to obtain thc absolute
differences in marsh surface elevation discussed
above  Alawady and El Taha t 99S!. A paired t-test
was used to assess the significance of differences
between the sites  SAS Institute Inc. 1991!. Shallow
subsidence  S! was calculated following Cahoon et
al. �995a! as the difference between ACC and E,Fr,

Soll Measurements

Cores, 10,2 cm in diameter and 25 cm long,
were collected at each site from thc marsh between
the bayou and the pond along tran sects that included
the marker horizr!ns and SET stations. Two
preliminary cores acquired in March 1993 at 60 and
g0 m frotn the bayou at BC, and at 20 and 45 rn into
thc marsh at OB, have been described by Breuil
�994!. A more extensive coring program followed
later that year in November that produced the data
analyzed here. Four cores werc collected from the
BC site at 10. 20, 60 and g0 m from thc bayou, and
five cores were extracted at OB at distances of 5,
10, 20, 40 and 45 m  Wang 1994!. Thin-walled
aluminum tubes were slowly pushed into the soil
by hand. while roots were cut along the outside to
limit compaction. The top and bottom were capped
prior to withdrawal. Cores were frozen and later
cut into 5 crn sections that were dried at 80 "C. Core
sections were weighed to yie!d bulk density and then
were combusted at 5SO" C and reweighed to
determine percent organic matter  %OM!. A paired
t-test was used to compare measurements from the
two sites  SAS In.stitute inc. 1991!.
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Void Ratio and Moisture Content

Consolidation is dctcrmined as a reduction in
the diincnsionless void ratio, e, defined as:

Vv
e= V

where V is thc volume of the voids and V is thc
volume of' thc solids  Dunn ct al. 1980!. The void
ratio is derived from laboratory analysis of thc soil:

�!

where G, is thc dimensionless specific gravity of
thc soil solid~, g i» thc unit weight of water � g
crn-'or 9,81 kN rn'!, and g, is the dry unit weightor
bulk density of thc soil  Dunn et al. 1980, Bowles
1992!.

6, was not determined directly but was
estiinated from g, and %OM based upon laboratory
measurements made by Breui 1 �9941 on
representative soils from the two sites. These results
were consistent with specific gravities of 2.61 and
1.14 for tnineral and organic soil constituents,
respcctivcly, that were previously determined by
Delaunc et al. �983!, and have been used by others
to characterize Louisiana salt marsh soils  Nyman
et al. 1990, Callaway 1994!.

V�
V�

�!

Because the marsh soil volume is largely
voids, water that enters and is trapped in these voids
can result in a moist unit weight that is far greater
than the dry unit weight. If the tide level is at or
above the marsh surface so that the soil is saturated.
then the weight of the water and a portion of that of
the soil solids is hydrostatically supported. Only
the uncotnpensated  buoyant! weight of thc solids
loads the underlying soil  Dunn et al, 1980!, When
the water level decreases below the marsh surface
and some drainage occurs, the soil moisture content
drops below saturation. The weight of the water
that does not drain, but remains stranded above the
water table, must then also be supported by the soi!
matrix and so contributes to the loading. The degree
of saturation can bc expressed as:

V i» thc that portion of'the void volume occupied
hy water   Dunn et ai 198 !'l. ln real marsh soils, full
saturation is never reached. as roots introduce and
trap gaSes inxide living niemhranCs that are not
displaced hv water  Naidoo ct al. 1992!.

RFSI JLTS AND DISCUSSION

Sediinentation and organic soil development
can lead to aggradation  Vyman ct al. 199 f}.
Converselv, loading of thc surface and consolidatiiin
of underlying soil layers contributes to settlenicnt
 Kaye and Barghoorn 1964!. lf relative position
within the tidal fratnc is onc of the primary factor»
affecting salt marsh survival, then it is iinportant tii
relate observed changes in surface elevation to short
and long-term processes that operate �! at thc
surface, �1 within thc root zone. �! in that portioii
of the shallow subsurface monitored by the SET,
and, fmally, �! in the deeper subsurface.

Cahoon et al. �995a! have shown how SET
and accretion data can be combined to estimate
shallow subsidence. Here, we examined void ratios
to estirnatc compaction or expansion within the
upper 25 cm where wetting and drying, as well as
root growth and decomposition might be expected
to cause deviation from a normal consolidation
profile. It was then possible to estimate how much
consolidation must take place in the substratum
between the marsh cap and the base of thc SET
support pipe � rn!.

Finally, we calculated the effects of elevation
and normal drainage on loading of the marsh
subslratum. This provided thc basis for a
geotechnical model proposed to explain observed
differences in marsh elevation dynamics at the two
sites.

Sedimentation, Aggradation and Accretion

Short-term sedimentation on thc marsh
surfaces  DEP! did not vary significantly within sites
with distance frotn the bayou or pond, hut was four
times greater at BC than atOB  Table 1>. Fstimated
daily rates spanned two order~ of magnitude  Fig.
3!. High DEP at both sites was associated v ith
Hurricane Andrew in August 1992, but elevated
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Table l. Marsh elevation at core locations  h;!, short-term sedltnentation  DEpi, elevation change at
SET station  F-, !, marker laver accretion  ACC] and shallow subsidence  S! from October l991 to
Oc toher 1993; mean + S.E.. * indicates significant difference between sites  p   0.01].

F levation trajectories at thc two sites diverged
in the interval that included Hurricane Andrew, Thc

The pond shoreline at OB was stab]c but
retreated at BC into the area monitored by the pond

rates of deposition persisted at both sites for at least
iwo months following the storm {Cahoon et al.
 995b!. Increased deposition also occurred at OB
during the period of high river discharge in April
and May, 1993, and s]ightly later at BC in May and
June of the satne year. Despite its proximity to the
unlevecd mouth of the Atchafa!aya River,
sedimentation at OB was limited by the 10 cm
difference in tnarsh elevation and lower flooding
frequency  Fig. 2!.

The mean rate of sediment accumulation

 ACC! measured by marker layer accretion was 40
percent greater at BC than that at OB, but this
difference was not statistica]ly significant, primarily
because so many stations could not be relocated after
the hurricane  Table !!. Thc 08 value is almost
twice that reported by Cahoon et al. {1995a!, but is
only 28 percent higher at BC.

margi~ SET station. This resu!ted in an 8 cm
decrease in elevation in one quadrant during the
winter of ]991-92 {Day et al. ]994!. This
degradation coincided with vegetation death at this
location and is simi!ar to the soil collapse
phenomenon described by Nyinan ct al,   ] 993! and
De! aune et al.  ]994!, Data from the interior marsh
SET stations arc compared here, to focus on the
more gradua! elevation change that takes place prior
to vegetation death.

Elevation measured by SET rises through the
suinmer and fall and decreases in the winter  Fig.
4! This cyclic behavior may track the annual Gulf
ascii!ation in sea level  Marmer 1954. Reed 1995b!.
The annual elevation range for the longer record at
BC was 1.7 cm y '. Siinilar seasonal variations in
marsh elevation have been reported hy others
 Bournans and Day 1994, Childers et al. ]993!.
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OS marsh expcricnced riiorc than 2 cm uf
aggradation. while the BC surf'acc decreased 0.3 cm
over the same interva!, F!cvation dynamics at thc
RC marsh werc !itt!c affcctcd by thc storm and
continued ro l'luctuaic within the range previouslv
established, whi!e the marsh at OB shifted upward
into a ncw c!cvation range  I ig, 4!.

Nct elevation changes at the two sites differed
signii'icantly tTab!c !!. E!evation at OH moved
upward at 0.5 cm y ', while the net change at BC
was not significant!y different from zero. These
va!ucs compare with annual rates at OB and BC of
0.65 and 0.15 cm- y ', respectively, measured
independently at nearby stations between 1992 and
1994 by Cahoon et al.  !995a!.

Shallow Subsidence attd Soils of the Root Zone

Shallow subsidence at BC was more than twice

that at OR  Tab! e 1!, Cahoon et al.   ! 995a! reported
S for the 1992-94 interval that was somewhat lower,
2.45 and 0,40 cm y ' at BC and OB, respective!y,
but the 2 cm y ' difference hetween the sites was
common to both studies.

The soil core analyses provides more infor-
rnation on processes occurring in the upper 25 crn
 Tab!e 2!, Mean bu!k density, g, was significantly
higher for thc whole 25 cm at OB than at BC  p =
0,0002!, but only the upper 5 crn differed
significantly  p = 0.003! when individual layers were
compared between sites. %0M was significantly
lower for the whole core at OB than at BC  p =
0.026!, and was also .significantly lower for the
upper 5 em  p = 0.0! 1!. The upper 5 em af. OB was
higher in bulk density and lower in organic matter
than samples froin greater depths at both sites,

The calculated void ratios indicate that voids

occupy between 8 and l0 times more soil volu~e
than the soil solids in the sample.s from the two sites.
On average at BC and OB, 90 and 88 percenr,
respectively, of the upper 25 cm of soil consists of
void space  Tab!c 2l. The mean void ratio for the
entire 25 crn was significantly lower at GB than at
BC  p = 0,001!, The mean void ratio for the upper
5 cm at BC was nearly twice that at OB, but again
this wa.s the only layer in which the sites differed

significantly  p = 0.0!tr!. Void ratio increased from
the surface to about  cm at OB in the zone of

active rrrot growth, and then dropped off, while the
BC rorcs showed less variation with depth, Thc
rilffcrence ln void i'atlo ili!tcd between tllc sites a' t

the surface disappears with depth  Table 2!.

This analysis l'ocuscs on diffcrcnces betwccn
thc two sites. Rut these are relatively subtle
considering that these two salt rnarshes exist at
opposite ends of a sustainahility scale. Thc summary
data ma.sks differences a!ong each of the transccts,
which bath showed a decline in the rnineralsediment

content of thc upper 25 cm of the marsh with
distance from the bayou, This trend was not present
in thc organic matter content, which was uniform
along both transects and between sites. as has been
noted more generally for the Mississippi deltaic
plain by Chasse!ink et a!. �984!. With these cavcats,
the results suggest that thc vegetation dominated
soils of the marsh cap remain re!atively unchanged
as long as the surface is above that threshold in the
tidal frame at which waterlogged p!ants die.

Void ratios determined for the 0-5 cm surface

!ayers should be representative of newly deposited
sediments, given the measured accretion rates  Tab!e
! !. If the type of sediment deposited does not change
greatly from year to year. the variation in mean void
ratio with depth below the surface ! ayer at the two
sites should indicate whether significam consoli-
dation is occurring in this zone. Void ratios general! y
increase with depth at both sites, suggesting that
thc surface is overconsolidated, but end up at the
same value for the 20- 25 cm layer   Tab! e 1!. This
suggests that most consolidation associated with this
layer is contemporaneous with deposition and takes
place at the surface, presumably as a consequence
of desiccation rather than loading. Below the
surface. void space is being introduced, possibly as
a result of root growth and infauna activity 1 Frey
and Basan 1978!, Shallow subsidence, then, as
monitored by the SET, must take place primarily
below the upper 5 cm for which soil data are
avai! able.

Breuii  !994! determined void ratios on a
smaller number of samples from cores acquired
earlier at the two sites in spring, ! 993. At that time
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'I' bl '» Bulk d tv  v ! percent organic  ~eoM!�specific gravity of soil sohds  G ! and void
ratio  e! fmm salt marsh core soB samples; mean values and 1 S.K. Significant differences between
sites indicated by **  p <0.N! or *  p < 0,95!.

Bayou Chitkgnc
n=4

0 38+

0,25 -i;

0.22 +

0.27+:

023 m

0.27 +

0.23 l 0.02
0.24 ~ 0.03

0.20 + 0.03
0.21 + 0.03
0.23:~ 0.02

0.22+ 0.01

13,68 +

24.70 ~

18 40+

:19,62 2

21.42+

19.56+

18.15 ~ 1,00

21,40+ 2.29

23.83 2 2.83
23.03 ~ 2.63

22.03+ 2.36
21.69+ 1.02

2.34+ 0.01

2.30+ 0.03
2.26 ~ 0.04

2.27 4 0.04
2.29+ 0.03

2.29 =~ 0.01

5,64 k

8,08

10,34

7.75+

9.43

8 25+

the SET measurements shov that the 08 marsh was
al the highest elcvat»ol» recorded during the studv
 Fig, 4!, less than half a year after IIumcanc Andrev .
Mean void. ratios at that time from the upper 30 ctn
werc 30 to 40 percent lower than for the cares
descTlocd herc, which werc obtained eight »nonths
later  Table 2!. Differcnocs in technique cannot be
ruled out, but these results suggest that seasonal
changes»n vo»d ratio Tnay be Qccurr»ng with»n thc
upper 25 crn as a. consequence of dcwatering, Toot
growth lntauna o~ decornposlt»on that may explain
son»c oi thc short-term var!ar»ons ln clcvat»QB,

CQHlparlng measured accretion, ACC, w»th
that predicted from DEP can provide additional
insight into factors that influence the accunnllation
of sediments at tbc tao sites. A vcr ical accretion
rate can be predicted fronl annual DFP using the
bulk density of the upper 5 cm as
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H wRS 6.4. CIB y at BC, twice fhc observedDF.P
accretion Rt this site  Table 1!, and 2.5 times that
measured by Cahaon et al. �995R!. H, af 08
was 1,0 cn1 y, half Qf ACC 1B th1s study  Table 1!,
but comparable to that reported for thissite by
Cahocn et Rl. �995a!,

Thcsc fcsults sug~csf that whllc an clcvatcd
posttIQB wlthln fhc I tda] ff arne rcduccs thc potcntIR.
for sedimentation� it appears to positively affect the
capture and UIcorpofat3on af available sediment 1nta
the deposit. It is probable that because af' its
proximity tc the river, the 08 marsh would have
fnore sediment available to it than the IBR1 sh Rf BC
:lf ItLwefc Rt R coInpaf able lower pos1BQD wnth1B l81c
fidali frame  Hulh and Rouse 1994!, But the.
difference in aggradation observed Rt the two sites
18:I1ot slLlnply cxplatncd 1B Lcrn1s of scduncnf slLlIpplv.
F'Urthef, th1s difference cannot bc attflbutcd to
co11$oilldatton w1thln thc Upper 25 cIB. Thc 2 cn1 y
' difference in shallow subsidence must then be
I@lated. to scttlenMnt Occurring within tlM remainder
of tlM 4 IA zone matutafcd by thc SET.

Effective Stress and Soll Strength

No sc.il data is available belaw 25 crn where
be taking place. Collapse and

thc root material that provides
sfr'Uctut'c cRB caUsc marsh

any Increase m loadu1g  Nyfnan
et al. 1994!, If is also possible

divergence in the loading history

CLOASOLNRfIQB B1usf

IIIue::h»:of the soil
:-dcgfadatian witltauf
et:::RI';::':1993, Belaune

ThC ScdImcnt ffap Inethad provides R good
standardized measure fof coAIpartng scdtmcnfatfon
patcnftal at d1ffcfenf sltcs Buf 1t 'ls sf11l posslblc
that the capture cftIciency of the traps may be mare
or less than that of the fnafsh surface Itself. At BC,
it appears that more than half of the sediment mass
tlfat is trapped on the artificial surface is not
incorporated 1n the Rccfctlng surface lRyc1,
Rcsulspcns1on durfng fhc lQBg per lao rcquu'ed tQ1'
consoltdatIQB Qf thc dcpasl1 'ffon3 a fhnd mud R't fhts
morc cofttfnuausly Hooncd sttc IT1ay lcdUcc 'thc
effcctIVC accfcflon rate fra11 11c UatcnulBl prcd.'lcted
by the trap data. Accretion predicted fram BEP is
: in closer agrcemcnt with observed accretion at the
infrequently flooded 08 site.

may affect sails below the marsh cap in a similar
way prior to vcgetatian death. %hilc an increase in
the lead Rpphcd to the marsh substratum below 25
cIB fnay ca.usc settlement, lt can also Increase tlM
capacify of these sai/s fo withstand greater loads.
To fest this kjjpafhcsis, wc calf lbincd information
RboUf. the hydfology, c/cvatian Rnd 1nafsh soil
composition ta calculate the theoretical loading that
would bc apphed ta the substratum at the twa sites
during normal tidal drainage  Dunn ct Rll. 1980!.

Sediments accumulate and add mass at tbc
surf Rcc. Th1s cRA affect surface clcvRtlon relative

to .mean sea level  MSL!, as apparently occurred
after the hmTicane Rt 08  Fig. 4!, As has been
discussed, however, much af fhe effective stress
fcsul'ts from drainage durmg k'Av tides thRt cxpascs
the marsh substratum. to the full weight of the
drained surface layer. The load that must be
calculate� then, is a function of the flnckncss and
effective weight of thc soil. column from which
supparfIBg watcf Is w1thdf Rwn. For 8x1y soil coklnrn,
fhC CfrCCfive StrCSS 1S givCB by

where c' 1$ thc tafal Born1al stfcss, Rnd '0 Is that

portion supported by water  Dunn et al. 1980!. H
is the thickness of the soil layer abave the depth for
whtch the efTecttve stress Is to be determmed, 0.25

m in this case. If drainage occurs, H is divided into
Rn uppcf dIR1ncd portIQB, H, and a lower, UndralIMd
ar saturated secf1on, H~. Tile total Bofntal stI'css is
glvcn by

0 =-- y~H �" � + y~HgS,V,
1+e

where thc rcsul't Is 1B unffs of prcssure  kPR!  l3UAB
cf al. 1980!. The first term inside the brackets is the
wcfght of thc sotl solids and thc second 1S that of
the water that remains within the soil matrix

follawtng draInagc, Buoyant suppoff. prov tdcd
within thc saturated sect ton 1s

The effecuvc stress, thus, increases with the
spcclflc gfavtty af tlM sa11 soitds, depth of dra1nagc,
and the moisnrfe content of the drained layer.
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estimated at 0,5 cm y'  L. D, Britsch, U. S. Army
Co» of Engineers, New Orleans District, pers
corn.], lf this difference is correct. the BC marsh
has always had a greater submergence potentia!
relative to OB. Aggradation at BC would have to
be twice that at QB to maintain a sustai nab]e position
within the tidal frame. Bui an apparent loca]
geoJogic predisposition to submergence is not
required to cause the observed di vergencc in marsh
elevation trajectories. A similar outcome could a]so
result from shifts in the seditnentation regiine that
are a norma] part of de! taic evolution  Frazier ] 967!,

The OB and BC rnarshes exist at the upper
and lower bounds of the tidal fraine, Elevation at
BC is 10 ctn lower on average than at OB and is not
increasing at a sufficient rate to offset any RSLR
greater than zero, tnuch Jess the 1 cm y' estimated
for this site. Whi]e accretion is greater at BC,
sha!low subsidence is similarJy higher, resulting in
no aggradation. As mean sea level rises with respect
to the marsh surface, the depth of normal drainage
decreases, and the load imposed on soils underlying
the root zone is reduced proportionaJ!y. As the
marsh deposit continues to develop under a reduced
loading regime. soils be!ow the marsh cap wiJl
experience Jess consolidation and develop less
bearing strength.

Recent regional mapping of the depths of
radiocarbon dated peats indicates that RSLR at the
Bayou Chitigue  BCJ site is approximately ]
crn y -', while that at Old Oyster Bayou  OB! is

The effective stress applied to the marsh
substratum at the two sites was computed for tide
levels from 25 cm above incan sea level to 25 crn
below  Fig. 5]. Layer-specific values of G, and e
were used direct!y  Tab!e 2! for mars.h surface
elevations at BC and OB of 5 and 15 cm, MSL,
respectively  Table ]!. The drained soils were
uniform]y assumed to be at 80 percent of saturation
 S,=0,gh

For tide levels greater than the marsh surface,
only the buoyant weight  < 0.4 kPa! contributes to
the load. The buoyant weight differs by on!y 0.08
kPa between the sites  Fig, 5!. As the tide level
dmps he!ow the surface at OB, however, the load at
this site increases dramatica]! y, when the full weight
of the drained soil and retained water begins to apply.
At incan sca level. when 15 cm of the soil co]umn
is exposed at OB, thc effective stress at 25 cm be!ow
the surface is an order ot magnitude greater than
when the marsh is Hooded, For this tide level only
5 cm hc!ow the BC marsh surface, loadings due to
thc marsh cap at BC and OB were estimated at 1.16
and 2,92 kpa, respectively. Of this difference, 95
percent i s attributable to the greater thi ckness of thc
drained layer at OB, a function of its higher position
within the tidal frame.

The theoretical difference in ! oading resu! ting
from normal drainage should be reflected in the
hearing strengths of thc marsh substrata at the two
sites. Civcn that sha]low subsidence at BC is twice
that at OB  Tab]c I!, it is apparent that any added
!oading ai OB is not resu!ting in proportional
sett!cmcni, bui is, instead, contributing to soil
strength in the marsh substratum. Jf increased
drainage occurred during a storm, it is likely thai
settlement at 8C could be far greater than that
associated with normal tides, and would eventua!l y
force the marsh surface below the critical threshold
for marsh p!ant survival.

A GEOTECHNICAL MODEL
FOR SALT MARSH LOSS

A ~mous equi]ibrium develops at the lower
end of the tida! frame, The BC marsh csscntia!ly
'goats" over a weak soil substratum until a drainage
ordcposition event irreversibly depresses the ma h
surface below the point of no return. Con so! idan cia
of the substratum is deferred, and then occurs
suddenly as a precursor to the collapse phenomenon
described by Nyman et a!. �993! and Delaune et
al.  ] 9941.

At the upper end of the tidal frame, sed"n-
tation is ]inuted by inarsh e]evation as existing ma "
trajectory models predict AJJen! 994, French ]9 ~
Krone ! 9gj]. The OB tnarsh captures virtually a 1
of the srna!!er amount of sediment available to it as
newly deposit d mimcnts rapid}y undergo desic-
cation and consolidation. This syndepositi»
consolidation adds strength to the surface !ay "
without increasing sha]low subsidence»d
contributes to 0.5 cm y ' of aggradation, a rate th<
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equals RSLR for this area, A higher e!evation at
OB generates greater loading of the marsh
substratum, but this does not increase settlement
 Table I I. Marsh elevation may not increase at any
rate greater than RSLR, but continued sedimentation
and drainage during s torms  Fig. 4! act over tirnc to
consolidate thc substratum and increase its strength
 Stutnpf !983!. The substratum becomes
ovcrconsolidatcd with respcci to the effective stress
applied during normal tides, Minor depression of
the OB marsh surface during prolonged drainage
does not imperil thc viability of the plant», as they
start off so high within the tidal frame, and e!evation
is quickly restored by increased sedimentation.

Accretion and aggradation is limited at thc
lower btrund of the tidal frarnc by a low sedirncnt
capture efficiency. This f'actor has not been
parametcnrM in existing marsh trajectory models
 AI!en l994, French l993. Krone !987!. Deposit
formation appear» to require a consolidation step
following sedimentation. Without some
consolidation. newly deposited sediments may be
repeatedly rcsuspended if f!ooding is prolonged.
This resuspcnsion differs from erosion in that it
occurs above the surface monitored by thc SET or
by standard accretion techniques. Sediment supply
at BC appears to he enhanced a» a consequence of
the higher frequency and duration of flooding, but
may bc <overestimated if much of the materia!
introduced is repeatedly resuspcndcd and docs not
permanent!y deposit on the marsh surface.

We originally hypothesized that the divergent
history of' the two sites with respect to marsh loss
could be related  o differences in scdimcnt supply.
soi! strength or local subsidcncc, These results
indicate that all thrcc factors play complex,
interrelated ro!es. Thc dominance of any onc may
shift over time,

At some point, the BC and 08 marshcs must
have started at a cornparab!c e!evation within the
tida! Frame. At OB, the moderate deep subsidence
rate tuLs been countered by an increasing regional
avai!ability of suspended sediment as the
Atchafalaya River distributary has grown in
discharge and exiended toward the OB site.

In contrast, the BC marsh has cxpcricnced a
withdrawal of its fluvial sediment source as nearby
Mississippi River distributary channels werc
abandoned  Fenland et al. !987!. This rcductiort
caused the marsh to begin a decline through the tidaj
frame. As marsh elevation at BC decreased toward
MSL, shallow subsidence ol the marsh substratum
became a morc significant contributor to
degradation. It is likely that the decline at BC has
accelerated, until now the marsh tccters at the
thresho!d for survival, waiting for a final
precipitating event to push it below the thresho!d
for plant viability and into soil collapse.

Analysis of the end members of a sustainability
gradient unfortunately provides litt!c direct
indication of the amount of river influence that is
required to re ven'e degradation for marshes that are
current!y at intermediate points in the decline
through the tidal frame. Further, the soils of the
marsh cap change only subtly through the decline
leading to co!lapse and, ultimately, submergence.
For more direct evidence, we will need in future to
look at additional sites between Old Oyster Bayou
and Bayou Chitiguc, and obtain direct
measurements of in situ soil strength and
consolidation extending into the marsh substratum.

Thc results nf this work can, however, provide
those responsible for designing ri verdi versions and
other restoration measures with guidance on how
to evaluate the rcstorabi!ity and sediment
requirements ol receiving tidal marshes. The
position of the marsh surface relative to the top of
the tidal frame should be the most direct indicator
of sustainability. Those that are at tlte upper bound
will require less added sediment, whi!c those near
the bottom may be beyond restoration except by
direct placerncnt of dredged material. It is difficult.
however. to accurately discern elevation in vast
estuarine basins without benchrnarks. Al ernative! y,
as observed bv Pestrong �969!, we expect that soil
strength in the upper meter should be positively
correlated with position in the tidal frame. and may
provide a good field indicator of restoration
potential,
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ABSTRACT: The Louisiana coast is generally characterized as a low wa ve~aergy environment
where sediment transport is doxninated by the influence of tbe Mississippi and Atchafalaya
Rivers. Winter cold fronts, however, generate waves and currents that have s significant impact
on a variety of Louisiana's coastal environments, although field data regarding their influence
on the inner shelf are extremely sparse. During a 12-d period that included the passage of two
cold fronts, waves and near-bed currents were ineasured on the Louisiana inner-shelf  depth-
8 m! using a sophisticated bottom-mounted instrumentation system. Bottoxn boundary layer
paraineters were then caictdated using wave-current interaction models, and sediment transport
was predicted by assuming steady state turbulent diffusion within and above the wave boundary
layer,

Results indicate that the second front  Front 2! was the more energetic of the two. A maximum
significant wave height of 1&3 rn and inaximuxn current speed of 0.21 xn s' occurred during
this event. Additionally, mean current-induced shear velocity �.95 cm s'! and wave-current
shear velocity �.99 cm s'! were highest during this event's frontxd and pxefrontai stages,
respectively. During the postfrontal stage, curxents were strong and well organized, although
combined shear velocities were low as a result of reduced wave heighL Predicted sediment
transport varied considerably in direction and magnitude throughout the deployment, but was
highest �2.7-16.2 mg cm' s' toward the southeast! during the prefrontal and frontal stages of
Front 2. Fair weather transport was low and to the west. Thus, winter cold fronts are likely sn
ixnportant mechanism for sediment movement on the Louisiana inner shelf, although the
associated transport direction and magnitude require further quantiflcation.

From  he Sympostum Recent Resean h in Coastal Louisiana:
tttarurat System Function and Response to Human tn/luence.
Rozas. L.R, J.A. Nymao, C.E. Proffitt. h!.N. Raba[ats. D.J.
Reed, and R.E. Turner  editors!. 1999. Puh[ohed by Louisiana
Sea Grant Co[[ege Proto am.
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lntroductiosr

Thc Mississippi and Atchafa!aya Rivers
introduce vast amounts of sediment into the wet!and,
estuarine. shorefacc, and shelf systems along the
northern Gulf of Mexico, particularly a!ong the
Louisiana coast  Crout and Harniter 1979!. Although
much of this material is deposited locally, a
considerable amount of fine material is transported
with prevailing cunents as suspended sediment
plumes and deposited offshore. Not surprisingly,
therefore, these f!uvia!!y-derived sedirnenLs serve
as important sources of depositional material on the
shore face and continental shelf  Crout and Hamitcr
1979; Adams et al. 1987; Roberts et al. ! 987; Wright
ct al. 1997!.

!n contrast, the importance of entrainment and
transport ol' inner-shelf bottom sediment by waves
and cuncnts along the Louisiana coast is poorly
docurncntcd and quantified. Entrainment of
scdirnent from the bed requires the combined action
of waves and currents to generate a shear velocity
 u.! that exceeds a critical threshold determined
predominantly by sediment diameter. Since the
northern Gulf of Mexico is generally considered a
low-energy environrncnt, scdirncnt transport on thc
Louisiana inner shelf during fair weather is like!y
minimal  Wright and Nittroucr !995; Jaffc ct al.
1997; Wright el a.l. 1997!.

Thc passage of cold fronts, however, is a
notable exception to these low-energy, fair-weather
conditions. Occurring with a frequency of roughly
30 times yr ', chiefly between November and April
 Roberts et al. 19g7!, the passage of cold fronts
generates important hydrodynamic and sedimentary
responses in various coasta! environments in
Louisiana, including dehaic wetlands  Murray et al.
1993!, the chenicr plain  Roberts et al. 1987!, and
barrier islands  Ding!cr and Reiss 1990; Stone and
Wang !999!. Data on inner-she!f' bonom boundary
layer and seabed responses to frontal passages in
this region, however. are sparse. With thc exception
of Jaffe ct al. �997!, who mode!ed sediment
transport using representative values of wave and
current parameters rather than direct fie!d

measurements, no published data for south-central
Louisiana arc availab!e.

Our ob]ective is to discuss thc results of a 12-
d instrumented field deployment that included two
cold front passages and two intervening low-energy
periods. Waves, near-bottom currents. and bottom
boundary layer parameters are quantified and used
to predict sediment transport magnitude and
direction. The results arc significant in a practical
sense, given that the inner she!f i» an important
component of thc sedimentary system that includes
south-centra! Louisiana's barrier islands and coastal
wetlands, which are currently experiencing
extremely high rates of erosion.

Materials and Methods

Water level, wave, current, and seabed
elevation data werc collected from November 20 to
Deccrnber 1, !997, at an 8-m deep, sandy-bono med,
site on thc Louisiana shorcface  Fig. 1! usi.ng a
bottom-mounted ! nstrumentat ion systcrn named
WADMAS  Fig. 2!. The system inc!uded a
F!uxgate" compass, a Paroscientific'~ pressure
transducer, a Digisonicsr" sonar altimeter, «nd a
vertical array of thrcc bi-axial Marsh-McBirney~
elcctrornagnetic current meters  at c le vations of 20.
tr7, and 120 crn above the bcd!. Sensors were
programmed for burst-mode sampling; specifically,
thc pressure sensor and curn nt meters sampled for
g,2 minh - at a frequency of 4 Hz, while the compass
and altirnetcr recorded onc measurement every 30
min.Samples of bottom sediment were obtained
using a grab-sampler, and later were dry-sieved to
determine mean grain size, Additionally, hourly
rnctcorological data front C-MAN Station GDIL!
 Grand Is!cl and daily weather maps from the
Southern Regional Climate Center in Baton Rouge,
Louisiana were acquired.

Meteorological events were ana!yzcd using a
qualitative approach in which each event was
subdivided into four stages on the basis of changes
in wind velocity. Stages included fair weather, and
three frontal stages: pre-frontal, frontal, and post-
fronta!. The threshold established for wind speed
associated with pre- and post-frontal conditions was
the mean value for the study period p!us one
standard deviation. The beginning of the pre-frontal
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Fig, l. Thc Study Area. Instrument was located at 28'50.68'N, 91'07.52'W. Depth contours arc in mctcrs.

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the WADMAS instrumentation system.
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phase of the storm was identified as the hour when
the «ind exceeded this threshold and blew from the
south  i.e, between 90' and 270", measured
clockwise!. The frontal phase encompassed the
period when winds were variable in direction and
less than the threshold speed. The post-fmntaI phase
was defined as the interval during which the wind
blew from a directiori between 270' and 90' at a
speed exceeding the threshoM. All other wind
conditions wete considered Fair weather.

Significant wave height  I !, peak wave period
 T !, and mean wave direction  8 ! were calculated
from the pressure and current-meter data using
cross-spectral ana!ysis, with horizontal-, and
pressure-attenuation correction factors applied to
compensate for signal decay with depth  Earle et
al. I 995!. Current- velocity profiles were generated
using the log-profile method, which involves log-
linear regression of the burst-averaged current meter
velocities  Drake and Cacchione I992!. Two
conditions were assumed necessary for a profile to
be considered logarithmic in a statistically
significant sense: first, a correlation coefficient  r !
> 0.994  Drake and Cacchione f992!; and second,
a mean directional variation between cunellt meters
  30", Hourly measurements that were not
logarithmic were excluded  rom the analysis.
Current-induced shear velocity  u, ! and apparent
bottom-roughness length for a! I logarithmic profiles
were calculated using the von ICartnan-Prandtl
equation:

u z!=u /tc tn z/z !

where u z! is the horizontal velocity at heigh  z
above the bed. and tc is von Karman's constant �,4! .
Once thc sediment concentration in the water
column had been predicted  discussed later in this
section!, the shear velocity calculations were
iteratively modified to account for the possible
effects of suspended sediment induced stratification.
To do so, the buoyancy parameter  Z/LI employed
in the tnodel introduced by Glenn and Grant   I 987!
was used.

The Grant-kladsen   l979, ! 9g6! model was
used to account for the combined influence of waves
and currents. According to the tnodel, a wave

boundary layer  wbI! of thickness �~ ! develops
during wave activity, and the velocity profile is
defined separately within and above this layer as:

In:

u

z<5
W

�!tr
u = �" In � ' z>6

K z
Or

where u, and u, are the current and cotnbined
wave-current-induced shear velocities, respectively,
z is the height above the bouom, z, is the roughness
produced by the sand grains  =D/30, where D is the
mean grain diameter!, and z� is the apparent bottoin
roughness experienced hy the current above the
wave boundary layer, z was used because the
current experiences drag due to the cormbined
influences of physical elements  grain roughness
and bed forms! as well as non-linear interaction with
the wave boundary and mobile bedload layers
 Gross et al. 1992!.

sing
Q

cos tti+ -=-
tz

Sediment transport was estimated based on the
assumption of steady-state, upward, turbulent
diffusion of sedirncnt through the water colutmn.
First, an entrainment function was defined, based
on the Yalin paraimeter  :-!:

The assumptions were made that the currettt-
induced shear velocity, u., acts in thc same direction
as the mean current, and that the direction of u.
oscillates during the course of the wave cycle. As
such, when the wave orbital velocity is at a minimum
 near zero!, the direction of u. is the same as that
of the current; when it is at its maxitnum, its
direction  q! ! is between the wave and current
directions, given by [modified from Cacchione et
al.  I 994! I:
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where r and r are thc respective densities of
sediment �,65 8 cm'i! and»cawater �.025 g cm -'!,
D i» the grain diatneter, and v is the kinematic fluid
viscosity �.013 cm-' s '!. Thc critical Shield's
criterion   ! !, and shear stress t werc then
calculated using:

log8 = 0.041 log ! � 0.35 i log � 0,977
dnr

�!

�!cur CPV I

Normalized excess shear sire»s  S'! was then defined

as:

�!

vari l

where t is the observed shear sire»». This was then
used to define the "near-bcd" sediment concen-

tration  C z !!:

yS
c z !=c

d brd 1+'!r $
{i

 8!

where C is the sediment concentration in the bed
�.65! and y~ is an empirica! constant with a value
of 0,002. Suspended sediment concentrations were
assumed to take the forin of Rouse profi! es, defined
by:

, where a =c ->= c ~ ! �"

y is the ratio of the eddy diffusivity of sediment to
that of momentum  -1!, and w i» the particle fall
ve!ocity.

l{!= � f !'uC ddt
s

for z! 6

�0!

z<6
WQ= � J I «C dzdh for

Fina!!y, burst-averaged sediment transport  Q!
was calculated by integrating the velocity and
sediment concentration profiles within, and above,
the wave boundary layer such that:

where r! is the sea surface elevation, and u is the
current velocity.

Results and Discussion

Meteorological Conditions

Meteorological data indicated that the study
period could be»ubdi vided into two intervals of fair
weather and two co!d fronts  hereafter, Front 1 and
Front 2!. The fair weather phases lasted from ! 9;00
UTM on November 18  prior to the dep!oyment! to
18 00 UTM on November 2!, and froin03:00 UTM
on November 25 until 18:00 UTM on November
28. The fair weather phases were characterized by
tight  !.3-6.6 rn s'! southerly or easterly winds;
whereas both frontal passages werc characterized
by a sequence of strong southerly winds, followed
by light and variable winds, and finally by strong
northerly winds  Table 1 and Fig.3!. Front.al
passages differed froin each other in several
respects, Strongest winds during thc pre- and post-
frontal phases were from the south and northeast
 respectively! in the case of Front 1 and from the
southeast and northwest during Front 2. Most
notably, however, these fronts differed inarkedly in
intensity. Front 2, which had inaxirnum pre-fronta!
«nd post-fronta! wind velocities of 11.3 and 13.7 in
s ' was much more powerful than Front 1. Thus, the
discussion will focus primarily on hydrodynatnic
and sedimentary responses associated with Front 2,

Hydrodynamic Responses

The influence of the frontal passages, par-
ticularlyy Front 2, on the wave field is shown in Tab!e
2 and Fig, 4. During fair weather and during the
first fron4d passage, significant wave height was
generally be!ow 0.6 m. In contrast, during the pre-
frontal stage of the Front 2, a maximum significant
wave height of 1.34 m was measured. The trend in
wave height was, not surprisingly, accompanied by
a very similar trend in near-bed orbita! velocity,
which reached a maximum of 55 cm s ' during the
pre-frontal stage of Front 2, Patterns in wave period
accompanying the frontal passages were less clear,
although the pre-frontal and fronta! phases of Front
2 were notable for the presence of comparatively
long period waves, and peak period was observed



TaMe k. <hatracteristics of the cold front passages. Note that "direction" follows the meteorological
ennvenUom, indicating the direction from which the wind was blowing. Key: U = mean wind speetL
' the firrst fah weather period began prior to the deployment.
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Sitrti lar to wave height and water level, current
velocity also responded noticeably to the prevailing
meteorological conditions  Tab!e 3 and Fig, 6!.
During both fro»1 Passages, current direction was
very nearly the same as wind direction for a

Fig. 4, Significant wave height  sinooth line! and wavc-
orbital velocity  tnarked line! during the study period.
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to decline with the onset of the frontal episode. These
patterns in wave height and period were likely
caused by strong southeasterly winds blowing over
a long fetch prior to the second frontal passage,
allowing high swell waves ta develop, Following
the frontal passage, hawever, strong northerly winds
likely generated choppy seas dominated by short,
steep waves, whose period gradually increased
through non-linear energy transfer as the post-frontal
phase progressed,

Water level also appears to have responded to
the wind shif % d ~occu~during thedeployment
although with perhaps unexpectedly long lag times
 Fig. 5!. During both frontal passages, strong
southerly winds caused a peak in water level,
apparently 4iue to set-up againSt the adjacent coast.
Water level then decreased following the shift io
northerly winds that accompanied both post-frontal
stages. Unfortunately, the short data record does not
permit a detailed discussion of water]evel responses
to frontal passages, which may take place over
several day s.
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Table 2, Wave characteristics during the deployment. Key: Hs = sigaiflcartt wave height; Tp = peak
wave period.

Tp Orbital velocity Dominant Direction
 s!  crn s '! of Propagation

Hs
 m'1

PhaseFront

Fair 0.36 Northeast

Northeast

Northeast

0.43

0.5 ]

0,38

0.54

1.07

Front

Post East

Fair Northeast

Northeast

Northeast0.67

0.53

0.52

Front

NorthPost

ALL

the majority of the post-frontal stage before
eventually rotating toward the south. Also of note
during this deployment were the strong, steady,
southward currents that dotninated the second fair
weather phase,

Bottom Bottndarty Layer Parameters

Current-induced shear velocity was strong, and
logarithmic current profiles werc well developed
during post-frontal stages  Table 4!, which is
intuitively consistent with the presence of strong,

Front 2so .' Front 1

South

-40
0 sO 'i 00 1 50 200 25G

~~ tram 1880 tlTM November 2G

Fig, 5. Hourly water level and water level smoothed
using a 24-h moving-average window.

Fig. 6. Mean hourly current velocity vector lcm s '1 at
120 cm abave the bed.

6.3

5.5

5.7

5.1

6.5

7.2

7.6

5.3

6.1

significant amount of time and thus rotated
clockwise from northward- to southward-flowing
as each front passed. The data suggest that currents
were driven both by direct wind stress and by
"inertial" forces resulting from relaxation of sea
level set-up as discussed by Daddio �977!. Currents
were strongest during the post-frontal phases of both
passages when maximum mean current velocity at
120 cm above the bed reached 22 and 21 ctn s',
respectively. This stands in contrast to orbital
velocity, which was at its tnaximutn during pre-
frontal stages. The current direction during each of
the pre-frontal periods differed between the two
frontal passages. ln the case of Front 1, post-frontal
currents were predominantly southward; whereas
during Front 2, currents remained northeasterly for

15.4

15.9

18,4

15.8

21.5

38.2

29.5

19.9

21.5
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TaMe 3. Current speed  s! und direction at 26  bot!, 67  mid!, 120  top! cm above the bed.

Fmnt Phase s mid! s bot! Doininant Direction
 cm s'!  crn s'! of flow

Fair

Post

Fair

5,2

7.2

1 1.4

7.8

Front

Post

AI L

Table 4. Bottom botsudary layer parameters calculated for ull hourly bursts with logarithmic
proliles. Key: x = roughness length; u = current shear velocity; u = wave~urrent shear velocity.

C 'er

Front Phase z u % LogarithxnicGc
lcm!  cm s'! Profiles

u
C

 crn s'!

29

18
Front

69
Post

67

Front
23

47

40

Post

steady currents at these times. It is more difficult to
make general izations regarding the combined wave-
current shear velocity, because throughout all stages
of From 1, its value remained fairly constant, and
low, relative to Front 2. Front 2, in contrast,
illustrates the importance of high waves, rather than
strong currents, in generating high combined wave-
current shear velocities at the study site. Specifically,
the highest shear velocities occurred during the pre-
fmntal and frontal stages, which were characterized

by high waves. Shear velocity was low during the
post-frontal stage, despite the presence of stm-ng
currents. This alone has unclear implications for the
net movement of bed sediment within the water
column, which requires a combination of entraining
forces  shear velocity! and transporting forces
 current flaw!. The sediment transport model
accounts for this, however, and the results derived
from this model are discussed in the foilowirtg
section.
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Table 5. Predicted sediment transport. Key: Q = predicted transport; z<vvbl = within the wave
boundary layer; z<wbl = above the wave boundary layer; total = throughout the water column.
Units are mg em' s'.

Q  z wb]! Direc'tion Q  z>wb]! Direction Q f total! D2 rect ionPhase

1. Fair 7.26 122 175 270

3241,23 313

148

126

119

Front 0.27

Post 5.17

2. Fair 2.23

357

175 269

150 276

120

1]0

11.90 168

14,67 146Front 69

49

140

357

104

Post 7,4

Average 3.29 3.91

teristics of the front and the associated current
direction, which serve to shift transport toward one
component of the wave orbital flow. Furthermore,
the majority of predicted transport occurred within
the wave boundary layer during all stages, reflecting
both the importance of waves in mobilizing
sediment in this low-energy environment and the
fact that sediment does not likely diffuse very high
into the water column. Finally, our predictions
indicate that fair weather periods are characterized
by low rates of westward sediment transport.

Sethnertt Tratrsport

Results from the sonar altimeter  Fig. 7!
indicate appreciable movement of bed material
throughout the study, including bed height
fluctuations of up to 20 cm. These changes occurred
over time-scales of hours and included alternating
episodes of erosion and deposition, with the result
that no net change occurred during the study period.
The most logical interpretation for these f]uctuations
is that bed forms, such as sand ripples, were
migrating beneath the altimeter throughout most of
the dcployrnent. Thc time series suggests no
particular periodicity to these migrations, which
should be expected, given the changing wave and
current conditions that occurred, There is also no
indication that rates of change were higher during
frontal passages than during low energy conditions.
There are several possible explanations for this.
First, the 30-rtunutc sampling frequency of the

02- Fnmt 2

51
E 005C 0
y 4%

Ol
o <5
W2

%25
i

Fig. 7. Bed elevauon fm! during the study. The mean
bed elevation for the study period has been assigned a
value of zero, negative values indicate bed erosion. and
positive values indicate hed accretion.

1,48

0.21

0.086

1.65

0,19

1.11

1.88

2.57

0.73

Fronts 1 and 2 differed considerably in terms
of both sediment transport magnitude and direction
 Table 5!, Perhaps the most notable aspect of these
resu]ts is the high transport rate associated with t.hc
pre-frontal and frontal stages of Front 2. Although
the transport direction during these time periods is
toward thc southeast  essentially offshore!, it is
interesting to note that the transport during the
prefrontal and frontal stages of Front ] is roughly
in the opposite direction. Since wave stresses are
essentially bi-directional, it is possible that sediment
transport direction during cold front passages is very
sensitive to the specific meteorological charac-

8.25

].43

0.39

6.39

2,40

12.67

16.15

9. 20
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their significan  contributions  o the design
cOnstruction, and deployment of
instrumentation. This work was funded by the
Minerals Management Service under contract lf
3066/ff19911.

altimeler wOuld not have permitted bed forin
migration rates greater than one wavelength h  as-i

may have occurred during high-energy conditions!
to be resolved. Second, rapid changes in the direc-
lion of wave and current stresses that accompanied
lhc frontal passages may not have facilitated uni-
directional bed fOrm migration, even Over a very
short time scale. Finally, thc increased importance
of sediment entrainment and transport high in the
wa cr column Inay have obscured the effects of bed
form movernen  during high-energy COnditinnS.
hlcvertheless, these mcasurernents are direct field
evidence that bed stresses capable of Inoving
sediment were operative during much of the
dc pl oy men  period,
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inforniation in the study of the ! 993 floods on thc
Upper Mississippi and Missouri Rivers, For thc
Amazon River, Mertes  ! 994} combined estimates

of scdirnent concentrations from Landsat images
with flow information froin a two-dimcnsiona!

hydrodynamic model to estimate scditnent
exchanges bctwccn the main channel and flo<idp!ain,
and rates of floodplain deposition and erosion.

Stil!, progress on many importantscientific
problems in hydrology, fluvial gcomorpho!ogy, and
river ecology, are hampered by a lack of available
measurements of' flow characteristics, Furthermore,

there is a growing awareness that two- and three-
dirncnsional components of stream and mat sh flows
are extremely iinportant to the functioning of f!uvia!
systems. This information on two- and three-
dimensiona! flow characteristics is critical to
biological and engineering investigations of wetland
restoration strategies, analyses of water quality
issues, and cva!uation of impact of flow conditions
on geomorpho!ogy and habitats  Mertes et al. 1995;
Miller 1995!.

This paper describes a new approach suited
for measurement of streams, floodplain, and marsh
flows. The approach utilizes Particle Image
Velocimetry  PIV!, common!y used in fluid»
research laboratories, for measuring free surface
flow velocities.

Background

Particle image velocimetry  PIV! is a we!!-
established technique in fluid mechanics research.
ln recent years, PIV has become a popular method
for two- and three-dimensional flow measurement

for laboratory-scale fluids experiments  Adrian,
199!!. An appealing aspect of PIV is its inherent
simplicity. First the flow is seeded with tracer
particles that follow the fluid moverncnt accurately.
Then, using appropriate i lluinination, images of the
region s! of interest are recorded. If the tracer
particle density is low, one can deterinine the
displacernent of individual partic!es between
successive frames, Ve!ocity is then ca!culated by
dividing particle disp!acement by the time interval
between successive frames. If thc particle density
is high, then the movement of groups rif particles is

determined using a statistical approach. Thc key
«dvantagc of P! V is that. whcrea» methods such as
Laser-Doppler Ve!ocirnetry <LDV! or Acoustic
Doppler Ve!ocimetry  ADV! techniques provid»
point velocity rllcasurenlerlts, PIV produces who!c-
field velocity measurcinents with similar accuracv.
This attribute is rapid! y making !'! V the
measurement rncthod of choice for laboratory f!ovs
mcasurcmcnt in fluidmechanics research.

Surprisingly, PIV is not a we! 1-known method
outside of the fluid mechanics community, even
though it has obvious applications in other
disciplines. The authors bc!i eve thai the application
of PIV to large-scale prob!ems in the environment
is an exciting and potential!y very efficient method
of obtaining onc-, two-, and three-dimensiona! flow
field information for scientific and engineering
ana!ysis, Possible applications include rneasurc-
mcnt of flows in streams, tida! estuaries, floridplains,
and other waterways. PIV techniques can bc very
effective in situations v, herc it is unsafe or difficu!t
to obtain field measurements with convcntioiia!
methods, e,g. in shallow water bodies, near bridges
and river training structures, power houses, and
spillways. Unlike ADV mcasurernents, which
require a substantial investment in equipment and
f'ie!d crews, the PIV-based system uses inexpensive
video equipment to make digital images of thc flow
surface. Furthermore, measurements can be made
quickly and with little site preparation. This means
that one can respond quickly in urgent situations,
such as the measurement of floodplain f!ows during
a flash flood, or make frequent measurcnients under
varying flow conditions.

In recent years, there have been some notable
applications of PIV to environrnenta! flow prohlems.
Ayaetal.  ! 995! andFujitaet al, �997! have applied
PIV techiuques to measure flows during a flood on
the Yodo River  Japan!, Mean ve!ocit> distributions
at several cross-sections, obtained by analyzing sixty
consecutive images, measured the changes in
velocity distribution betv,'een thc main channe! and
floodplain. The authors have recent!y cxp!oited thc
PIV system in large-scale physical model studies.
The technique was used in model cxperiinenis to
map ice and water velocities in a study <if icc
jamming in riv'ers  Ettema ct al. ! 997! and to
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quantify aeration processes downstream of a
spillway. These exainples show that PIV techniques
have applications beyond fundamental fluids
 eaearch, and that P1V has enormous potential for
measurement of fIows in th c natural environment,

PIV Held Measurement Tadsnlqttes

Thc requirements for PIV measurement arc a
suitable scrics of' images, flow tracers, a rncthod of
digitizing thc images,a computer, and PIV sohware,
The image~ may be comprised of radar images, a
series of photographs. or direct vi feo images. ln
the latter case. thc irnagcs may be digitized with a
personal computer cquippcd with a frame-grabber.
Thc images mus  then be pr x:essed using a motion
estimation technique. An important component for
field measuremcnt is thc regis ration of image
coordinates in physical space for lowoblique camera
viewing angles. The details of thc proposed PIV
field mcasureimcnl system are discussed in the
following subsections.

PIV 5. Numerical Modeling for Flaw Estimation IS

PIV Field 1VIeasurenten  Sys cm

A schetnatic diagram of thc large-scale PIV
mcasurernent systein is depicted in Fig. 1. It should
be notedthatancarby bridge, building, lifting truck,
or any other lifting mcchanisrn that the video camera
can be mounted on can bc used to lift the camera
high enough to record images. The PIV components
include a high quality video carncra, a computer-
controllable video recorder, flow tracers, and PIV
software to obtain thc velocity field from the
recorded images. The flow tracers must be large
enough so that they map to at least one pixel, but
they mus  be small and light enough to accurately
trace the free surface movements. In order to obtain
accurate velocity vectors, a large number of tracers
arc required. ln addition, the traces must form
sufficient contrast with the water surface, ln a
laboratory experiment, one can control most nf these
factors, but in a field experiment,  his may present
a ch all engc.
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VIV Technique

Second image of river overlaid
with an imaginary grid

n,-l

First image of river overlaid
with an imaginary grid

Search area around
corresponding
grid point in
second image

. interrogation spot at
center of grid point
in first image

Fig. 2, Two consecutive flow fields overlaid with an imaginary gnd.

While PIV is conceptually simple, theri: arc
many small details that must be resolved in order to
gct reliable velocity rneasurernents. Thc irnage-
prOCessing sOftWarC was dCVelOpCd OVer nlany years
hy a PIV expert, Dr, lchiro Fujita from Gifu
University in Japan. and modi tcd ior large-scale
applications at Iowa Institute of'Hydraulic Research
 IIHR!, The code is solid and very well-tested in
several prior applications  Ettcnia ct al. 1997; Fuji a
ct al. 1997; Aya ct al. 1995!,

Preliminary testing of components of the PIV
system has been carried out along the Iowa River,
IA using a Panasonic Palrncorder PV IQ-'l LS video
camera, A PIV analysis was done in video image
coordinates using naturally occurring foam, boil and
ripple structures, as tracers. A movie of the video
images and the estimated velocities is available at
thc IIHR web site  http: //www.iihr.uiowa.edu/
rivpiv!.

There are two major approaches to motion
cstirnation from a sequence of images:  a!

differential techniques, and  b! corrcspondcnce
techniques, In ditfercntial nicthods, thc image
scqucncc is modeled with a three-dimensional
function  '  x, y. t!. This enables derivation of a sei
of linear relationships for thc spatio-temporal
dcrivativcs of thc image. In correspnndcncc
methods, onc searches for a direct correspondencc
 correlation! belwccn a group oi' piscis between
 rames. There are many s ariants of c<irrespondcncc
methods, called niatched- i!ter or template inethods.
All of these approaches have been used in iriany
earth science applications  Lcesc et al. 1971; zinnia
et al. 1986; Emery et al. 1986; Col in»el al. 19gg!
It is not immcdialcly clear which class of methods
produces better results. While differential methods
arc known to be nlore computationally efficient,
Abidi and Gonza!cz   92987! have demonstrated that

correspondence methods are superior in terms of
accuracy.

The PIV method described here is a variation

on the classical PIV correspondence method. It is
conceptually a little simpler and more accurate than
the classical correspondence method. Figure 2
shows two consecutive f!ow fields overlaid with an
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around the center of a grid point in the first field,
Next, the most I ikely location of this group of pixels
in the secorid field is identified as follows An
enclosing search area is selected around the
corresponding grid point in the second field, The
interrogation spot is placed in the upper left-hand
comer of the search area. and the linear correl ation
coefficient R between the two sets of pixel» is
computed. The interrogation spot is then moved
right one position and R is computed again. This
procedure i» repeated for all the possible locations
of the interrogation spot in the search area. The
location where the correlation coefficient takes on
its highest value is taken as thc most likely location
of thc pixels from the interrogation spot in thc search
area. With thc displacement and time difference
between fields now known, one can compute an
cstimatcd velocity ar the specific grid point. The
whole process is repeated at every grid point and
the result is a field of velocity vectors, To analyze
300 images on a 133 MHz Pentium PC requires
about 24 hours. With proper seeding, fewer images
are required, and a faster computer should drop thc
processing time to a few hours.

The size of rhc grid determines thc pitch of
thc velocity field a» well as the overall computation
time. It i» not obvious what thc best size for the
inlerrogariolt spot ol the Seareli area Is. If the
intcrrogatiiin spot i» roo small, many sets of pixels
in thc search area may give high correlation, leading
ro crroneou» vccton'. Thc»arne is true if the search
area i» too large On the other hand, if the inter-
rogation spot is too large, the differences between
the computed correlation coct5cients become small,
also resulting in emineou» vectors.

I mage Registration

ln order to estimate velocities from an image
sequence, pixel displaccments/locations must be
related to physical di»placemcnts/locations. In
traditional PIV-based mcasurernenrs, a grid of
known dimension» is placed in the fl<iw facility.
Finding a particular pixel's location in physical
space is done as follows, First, find the four closesr
pixels thar ia! surround the selected pixel and  b!
that correspond to a known grid point location in

the flow facility. Then perform a 2-dimensional
 bilinear! interpolation to estimate the location of
the pixel in physical space. In thc laboratory, this
important step is straightforward because one can
normally ensure that grid point» corrcspond exactly
or very closely to integer pixel locations  e.g. by
changing the grid size, zooming, etc!. Also, if higher
accuracy is required, higher-order interpolation
functions can bc used, or the grid size can be
decreased. Furthermore, since thc cxperirnents are
almost always set up»o that the camera is per-
pendicular to the imaged area, the analysis is
inherently two-dimensional. The experiments
typically require a small field of view, typically less
than five to seven degrees such that the camera lens
introduces little spatial distortion. Oftentimes, so-
called ~~optic lenses, which preserve spatial
relationships, arc used. In the systcrn used herein,
imaging is performed at a low oblique angle.
Consequently, the field of view is much larger so
that lens distortion may not be negligible. The basic
approach of overlaying the imaged area with a grid
of known dimensions is no longer feasible, and
practicaJly only few selecttxl poinns on the perimeter
of the imaged area are available Ic.g., trees, power
line poles, building corner», etc. for rectification
purpo»e»!. Thc location of these ~otr i~linis w i I I
often be dictated by what is available out in the field.
A general approach for image registration is thc usc
of a three-dimcn»ional conformal coordinate
transformation  Wolf 1983!. Fujita et al. �997! used
a sirnplcr, more direct approach, based on an eight-
pararneter projective transformation to estimate the
physical location of points from the image. This
fractional linear transformation can empirical ly
model the distortion cffccts for oblique image»
I Mikhail and Ackerman I 976!. However, the
approach a»surne» a horizontal water surface, and
requires control points on the horizonralsurface for
parameter estimation.

Flow Estimation

PIV measurements may be used to estimate
liow rnovernents in shallow water bodie». srreatrt
and floodplain discharges. and other variables of
intere»t, including velocity distributions and bed
shear stresses. In traditional PIV-based rneasure-
ments, flow velocitie~ are measured at specific
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depths by seeding the flow w ith paniclcs iif carctully
selected dcnsitics. Ve!ocitics at various depths are
then intcgratcd  o obtain scrttca! velocity distri-
butions and total discharge. In ftc!d applications,
thc only incasurcmcnts that can hc miidc arc frcc-
surfacc velocities. To ctfcctivcly utilize this
inftirmation to estiinatc onc-. tw«-, and thrce-
dimcnsional  lov ' components,;t numerical model
is needed to assimilate these data under imposed
physical constraints.

Kinematic flow analysis is a very robust and
computationally inexpensive numerical too! that can
he used to analyze comp!cx flow patterns using a
discrete set of measurements With this approach,
the discrete PIV field mcasurcmcnts arc used to
generate a ful! thrcc-diincnsional f!ow field based
solely on kinematic t,continuityl principles. The
numerical model generates mass-conserving flow
fields using a discrete set of rneasurcmcnts, specified
boundary conditions, and hathytnctry data. Thc
kinematic model initial!y interpolates thc discrctc
measurements over a Caitcsntn uniform grid that
covers the entire f!ow domain under consideration.
Afterward», using this intcrpolatcd flow field along
with thc boundary conditions, the continuity
equation is solved iteratively until a steady ~tate
mass-conserving so!ution is obtained. The
kinematic model serves as a physica!ly-based
interpolation scheme for assimilating surface
velocities measurements in flow-field cstiination.

The main advantage of thc kinematic f!ow
analysis is the significant reduction in the scope and
detail of fie!d measuremcnts needed to obtain
physical!y reasonable and accurate flow-field
estirnatcs. Thus, the utility of the free surface
velocity measurements is enhanced because
additional measurements of vertical ve!ocity profiles
are not required for flow estimation. Reducing thc
amount of data needed for accurate flow estimation
also produces a considerable savmgs in the field time
required for flow measurement, which is critica!
when flow conditions are rapidly changing  e.g.,
during floods!. The kinematic inodel has been
validated for scvera! case studies with complex flow
patterns  Meselhe et al. !997!.

The PIV method has some liniitation». This
method can not accurately measure f!ow s that arc
primarily driven by wind, highly strati!'tcd flows,
fi>ws with strong secondary motions, and flows
through hcavy vegetation.

Case Study

As a first step toward validating thc flov,
estimation methodology presented earlier, velocity
profiles cxtractcd frotn a thrce-dimcnsi<inal I!ow
flcld generated by thc kinematic rnodcl  and guided
by thc PJV mcasuremcntsl are compared to vcloci»
point measurements made in the I ield, The selected
field site at Clear Creek near Oxford, !A  Fig. 3l
has a drainage area of ! 5!.3 kmi f58.4 mi'l. The
l SG'S Gage 05454220USGS, with peirnancnt
discharge recording, i» located just downstream of'
the reach where the measurements werc taken. As
shown in Fig. 4, five cross sections werc surveyed.
Contours ol' the bathymetry are a!st! shown in Fig.
4, Point incasurements of ve!ocity were collected
at section 4 using conventional current meters. The
flow discharge is 0. I 92 cms, Froude number is 0.11.
and cross-sectional average velocity and average
depth  at the upstreain section! are 0.� in s ' and
0,224 in, respectively.

The computational grid used had a Ax. and hy
of 0,42 rn, and Az of 0.03048 m. A fully
de~eloped flow  for a corresponding Reynolds
number = 3.2 x �'! was assumed at both the
upstream and downstream sections. The PlV
velocity fic!d at the free surface was used as guiding
observations. Pl V rneasurc ments were taken from
one carncra location, Flow seeding was made using
tree leave~ released as uniforin as possih!e over the
free surface  Fig.3!. It should be noted that the
!caves were fair!y flat over the water surface and
were not affected by wind.

A cross-sectional velocity profi!e of the depth-
avcraged velocity at section 4 is shown in Fig. 5.
For this early developmental stage, the numerical
solution guided by the PJV measurements, the
comparison with the field point measurerncnts is
sat i s fact orv.
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Discussion

This ease study demonstrates the effectiveness
of using PIV supplemented hy numerical modeling
fiir How estimation and analysis. It can be concluded
from this preliniinary field testing of the
methodology, that setting up the PIV system to
obtain free-stirface velocities is simple and requires
lit.tlc site preparation.

1.H'ERATO RE CITEBThe rncthiid i» suitable for wide bodies of
v'atcr, as it captures larger areas per frame compared
to point measuremcnts, which would be both
expensive and time consuming in this type of
application, Using thc, kinematic model to produce
three-dimensional flow fields t'rom the PIV surface
measurements allows f' or performing morc rigorous
'<rnalysis and for computing How parameters such
as flow accc/eration and deceleration, and bcd shear
stresses. However, deriving thc whole three-
dimcnsional flow field from only the surface
velocities is far from trivial for certain applications.
«might not hc possible to perform in applications
with suh-surface reverse floes or v ith surface
vcgc tat to n .

To avoid introducing any environmentally
harmful material, flo~ seeding can he achieved w ith
biodeg<radablc tracers such as rice- iir corn cakei.
drifting debris. ripple patterns, hiiil sorticcs ar.d
patches of f !aili, w xid chips, leave'<, <'<l' even crushed
icc. I'cs ting this tcchnolo< y I'or a variety of practical
applications is underway. These tests ivdl aside«
ttie c<rpahilities and limitations ol' the coupled PIV
and numerical modeling technique.
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accumu!ation and sediment addition interact to
prevent salt marsh submcrgcnce. Reduced sediment
inputs cause a dec!inc in thc accumulation of rnincral
matter and thc supp]y of plant nutrienhs, which in
turn reduces the rate of salt marsh accretion through
dosed plant growth. organic matter production,
«nd sediment trapping via thc network of plant roots
 OcLaunc ct a!, 1990; Wi!sey er al. l992!. With
reduced rates of salt march vcrticat accretion, the
salt marsh surface is submerged morc fret!uent!y and
for a longer period of time  Baurnann and DeLaune
19g I!. !nnea~ suhmergcncc in thc salt marsh ran
create,stressful conditions which kill or reduce the
gniwth of resident plants through processes such as
reduced substrate aeration  N! endc! ssohn et al. 19f�!
<tr thc accumu!ation of hydnigen sulfide to toxic
levels in thc substrate  Havi!l cr al, 1985; Bradley
and Dunn !9g9; Koch and Qcndc!ssohn I9!!9!.
Thus, a reduction in sedimentation associated with
reduced organic matter accumu!ation can cause the
cvcntua! con vcrsioit of sa!t marsh to open water.

Spreading dredged material out on the marsh
surface i s one of thc methods that has been pmposed
for supplying mineral matter to sediment-starved
marshes  DeLaunc et al. 1990; Wilscy et ai. 1992!.
Sediment dredged from river or cana! hot orris is
usua!ly dispersed into open water or!s used as fi!I
iKcnntsh 1992!, hut it can alsri be used to supply
scditrtent tu coastal wetlands  Wilscy ct al. 1992!.
In addi ti<tn. dredged ntatcria! is being used m ntarshcs
to mitigate fiir thc impacts of canal dredging.

A majiir tibstaclc to the success!'u! use of
dredged»iatcrial ftir sediment supp!y enhancement
in salt marshcs is our liinited knowledge of how
different depths of added sediment affect vegetative
growth and wct!and stii I physico-chemistry. Insuff-
icientt sediment addition may have no bcncftcia!
effect. v hi!c excessive sediment addition may
modify growing conditions enough that the site
convens to upland habitat. I'urthcrmore, it ts
diff icu! t to predict the amount o ' sediment necessary,
after compaction and subsidence, to create rhe
c!cvational conditions required for a parttcu!ar
marsh type.

In Ianuary 1992, as pan of a pipeline canal
mitigation projcrt, sediment was hydraulical!y

dredged from thc Gulf of Mexico to fi!! a pipeline
cana!. Much of this fill materia! accidentally
overf!owed into an adjacent deteriorating salt tnarsh
located 13 km southwest of the city of Venice,
Louisiana, near the mouth of the Mississippi River.
A gradient in .sediment depth was created with levels
ranging from trace amounts to as much a» 60cm of
sediinenr above the natural tnarsh surface over a 43
ha area. Thc creation of this sediment addition
gradient provided a unique opportunity to study the
effects of different lcve!s of sediment deposition on
vegetativc condition and soil physico-chemistry in
a deteriorating sat t inarsh. Although some research
has been done on spreading dredged material in the
marsh  e.g., Cahoon and Cowan 1988; l=ord et at.
1999!, to our knowledge this is th» f~rst cva!uation
of the effects of large-sca!c differentia! sediment
addition on salt marsh plants and soi! s. If we are to
maintain intertida! wct!ands as.sca level rises, we
must leam to understand the mcchanistns controlling
the successful use of sediment enhancement in salt
marshe»,

The study site. an tntcrlrda! sa!tnc nlarsh
dominated hy Sparrirra rifrerrriflorrt Loisel, was
divided into 5 trcatmcnt areas based on an elevation
survey taken in 1992:  I ! Reference: marsh which
recci ved no hydraulically dredged sediment
addition. �! SAR  Sediment Affected Region! I:
marsh receiving trace amounts of ~ediment, but not
quantifiable with standard elevation survey
techniques, �! SAR-ll: marsh with measurable
sediment burial not greater than 15 cm, �! SAR-
III: marsh with 15 to 30 cm of sediment burial, and
�! SAR-IV; marsh with more than 3D cm of
sedirnem burial. These elevation data shou!d be
considered a conservative estimate of the actual
amount of sediment deposited in these study ~ites
given thc potentia! for subsidence of under!yirtg
marsh surfaces and scdiinent dewatering. Standard
survey techniques were also used to generate marsh
e!cvations for ]993, and these survey results are
presented here since they direct!y coincide in time
with thc vegetation and soil data collected.

Fisc permanent sampling sites svere randomly
located within each of thc 5 sediment addition areas
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for a total of 25 permanent sampling plots. Each
sampling plot was a 2 X 2 m area, Data were
collected on 12 Novctnber 1993 to represent the end
of the growing season response. Percent cover of
live and dead plant material as well as average plant
height were visually estimated in each permanent
plot.

In addition, various soil physico-cheinical
characteristics were tneasured. Most of these data
werc also collected in Novetnber 1993. However,
oxidation-reduction potential  redox; Eh!, sulfide
and bulk density data were measured on 24 August
1994. Soil Eh was tneasured within the perinanent
plots using 3 bright platinum electrodes and a
calomel reference electrode with three subsamples
taken at the soil surface, An average of the three
suhsainples was used for statistical analysis. Soil
cores for tneasuring bulk density, salinity and sulfide
were collected from the area surrounding the
permanent cover plots, The bulk density core �
ctn diameter X 9.5 cm tal!! was dried at 65'C for at
least 24 hours prior to weighing. The core collected
to measure salinity and interstitial sulfide � ctn
diameter X 25-30 cm tall! was immediately sealed
in a 500 rnl centrif'uge bottle, purged with nitrogen
gas through an air-tight septum for 2 tninutes, and
then placed on ice. In the laboratory, these soil
samples were centrifuged �000 rpm at 5 C for 12
minutes! under nitrogen, and interstitial water was
imtnediately removed from them, Onc subsample
of this water was used to measure salinity using an
ATAGO S/Mill refractometer, The other subsamp! c
was placed in antioxidant buffer and analyzed for
total soluble sulfide concentration  Sulfide
Electrode, Lazar Research Laboratories, Los
Angeles, CA!. Another soil satnple was collected
for extractable NH,-N, NO,-N, P, Fc, and Mn, Soil
extraction of these eletnents followed standard
techniques <NH,-N and NO,-N extraction following
Bternner and Keeney [1966]; P extraction following
Byrnside and Sturgis [1958]; Fe and Mn extractions
following Baker and Amachcr t1982]!. After
extraction NH,-N and NO,-N samples were filtered
through a 0,45 mm syringe filter and concentrations
were ineasured using the Colorimetric, Autotnated
Phenate Method  US Environmental Protection
Agency 1979!, The remaining elemental
concentrations were tneasured using a Fisher

inductively coupled argon plasma emission
spectrometer  ICP!. Data from soil cxtractions are
presented on a soil-volume basis since this method
is preferable in situations where then: is u wide
variation in bulk density between study sites
 DeLaune et al, 1979!,

Data were analyzed using ANOVA. All
significant main effects were further investigated
using Fisher's protected LSD. In order to improve
normality and homogeneity of variance, certain
variables had to be transformed, Log transforma-
tions were done on sulfide, extractablc arnmonium-
N, iron, and manganese. Arcsine square root
transformations were done to the percent cover data.
General trends within the data were revealed by
plotting the mean and standard errvrs  SE! of the
raw data for each treatment.

Results

Vegetative Parameters

Plants in the sediment affected areas showed
a positive response to increasing depths of added
sediment  Fig. 1!. With increasing levels of
sediment addition, there was a sigmficant increase
in total cover  p�.0001! with levels in the
Reference areaonly half those for SAR-IV sites  Fig..
1!, Sitnilarly, plant height was 30-50% greater with
increasing sediment addition  e.g., 101,2+6,Oem in
Reference vs. 175, H:11,9 cm in SAR-1V!. Sites
that received the most sediment  SAR-III and IV!
had plants that were significantly taHer  p�.001!
than those in sites receiving little or no seditncnt
 Reference, SAR-I and Ii!.

Soil Physico-chetnical Status

Most physical parameters also showed some
form of response to varying depths of sediment
addition. With progressively more sediment added,
redox potential rose at the soil surface  p&.008!
 Reference; -73.2+45.5; SAR-I; -20.8+25.5; SAR-
Il; 5.4+29.1; SAR-III: 66.6+8.0; and SAR-1V;
75.~4.3 mV!. SAR-III and -IV sites had higher
redox potentials  p�.05! at the surface than areas
with little or no sediment addition  Reference and
SAR-I!.
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Fig. 1 . The effects in 1993 of sediment «ddiiion on
 a,! iel«tive etevatinn and  h.! percent vegetative cover
in the five tre«tmeni «remi. All elevation measurements
are rel«tive to a reference marsh with an elevation equal
io zero. Data are means «nd standard errors  n=5!. The
one letters indicate no st«tisi.ical difference between
treatinent means  Fishers, LSD pc0.05!.

Bulk density showed a steady and pronounced
increase from the Reference to the SAR-IV sites
 pcs.0001 !, SAR-IV hulk densities were roughly
four times higher tlute in the Reference and SAR-i
areas  Reference; 0,25M.03; SAR-I; 0.26M.04;
SAR-II; 0.4~.08; SAR-III: 0 61&.06. and SAR-
IV: 0.97M. I 5 g cc'!. Only the Reference and S AR-
I sites appeared to have similar bulk densities.
Extractable iron and manganese concentrations
sigmficantly increased  p=0.0012 and p<0.0001,
respectively! with increased sediment deposition
 Table I !.

Interstitial sulfide concentrations fell sharply
with inixed sediment addition  p=0.004!  Table 1!,

Sulfide concentrations in the Reference and SAR-I
sites were atleast 15X higher than those for SAR-II
and roughly two orders of rnagnitLide higher than
those in the SAR-III and -IV areas. Average sulfide
concentrations for the Reference and SAR-I were
not to levels known to be lethal to salt marsh plartts
 >2,0 mM!, but were approaching concentratiotts
high enough to impair plant growth  >1.0 mM!.

Ext rac tab le ammo n i um- N concentrations
decreased as added sediment depth increased, but
the differences were not significant  p=0,4!
Extractable NH,-N concentrations in the SAR-III,
and -IV sites werc as much as 2,5X lower than those
in the Reference and SAR-I and -Il areas. However,
ex~le NO,-N concentrations were significantly
higher  p&.0075! in SAR-IV. In addition, ex-
tractable phosphorus concentrations significantly
rose  p=0,04! from the Reference to SAR-IV sites
 Table 1!.

Interstitial soil salinity was higher with more
added sediment  p�.0001!. Individual corrt-
parisons indicate that areas receiving the most
sediment  SAR-III and SAR-IV! had significantly
higher  p&.0003! salinioes than those receiving the
least  Reference and SAR-I!, but in t.ertns of actual
differences in concentration, the greatest of these
was only about 4 g 1 '  e,g�7.~5 g l' vs. 4.2M. I
g I ' for SAR-IV and Reference areas, respectively!

Both vegetative and physical parameters
responded to sediment additions. Plant height and
cover were greater with increasing sediment deposi-
tion. The change in tnarsh elevation associated with
sediment addition may help explain this pattertt.
Marsh surface elevation substantially rose as more
sediment was added, and this increase in elevation
positively influenced a number of factors affecting
plant growth.

Flooding depth was reduced and soi] aeration
was improved with increasing sediment additions.
Redox potential increased with sediment addition
indicating that soils were more oxidized in the higher
elevation sites than in areas which received less
sediment. With a reduction in flooding, the water
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Table I. Extractahle element concentrations  mtuol cc'! for the five sediment affected areas for 1993.
Interstitial sulfide concentrations  mM! weremeasured in1994. Data are means with standard errors
in parentheses.'

Treatment NH,-N NO,-N Sulfide

Reference 0,26' �.05! 0.002' �.0003! 3' �! 0.561' �.184!

8 �! 0.384~ �.162!

69' �4!�!

0 17' �,04! 0,002' �.0006! 47'   l l ! l08" �5!SAR - I

SAR II 0 17> �.Q7! 0.00 ' �,000~! 79" �3! 357" �71 3 y' �! 0.0 6' �.0 0!

SAR � III 0.12' �.08! 0.003' �.0002! 287" �8! 28' �! 0.003' �.001! 9!55'

SAR � IV 0.10' �.04! 0 005' �.0010! 102' �7! 286"  83! 32'" �! 0.005~' �.002>

' Thc same letters within a column indicate no statistical difference between means  Fishers Protected
LSD pc0.05!,

table would more often fall below the soil surface
allowing for soil drainage and direct exchange of
gases between the air and the soil deep into the soil
profile. Also, reduced flooding, helped aerate the
rhizosphere since more aboveground parts of the
plant that contain aerenchyina would be exposed to
the air for a longer period of time. Plant growth
can be reduced in hypoxic soils because of an
oxygen deficiency in the rooting zone which forces
p!ants to rely more heavily on anaerobic rnetaboli sin
for their energy production  Mendelssohn et al,
1981!. However, since soils were less flooded and
more aerated at the higher elevation sites, the roots
of plants in these areas could respire aerobically and
reduce their reliance on alcoholic fermentation
 Mendelssohn et al. 1981; Mendelssohn and Mc Kee
1988! resulting in more growth.

In addition, thc improvement in soil aeration
also reduced the concentration of phytotoxins
commonly found in more reduced salt marsh soils.
Free sulfide is the major plant toxin typically
preduced in reduced salt marsh soils  Mendelssohn
and McKee 1988!. In highly reduced salt marsh
soils such as those in Reference and SAR-I sites,
obligate anaerobic bacteria use sulfate from sea
water as their tertnina! electron acceptor during
respiration and convert it to sulfide. However, in
soils like SAR-III and -IV which were more
oxidized, aerobic and facultative anaerobic bacteria

that do not produce sulfide during respiration are
usually most active. Results show that sulfide lcvc! s
in the highest elevation sites  SAR-lll and -IV! were
far below those that negatively affect plants, but in
the lowest elevation sites  Reference and SAR-11
sulfide concentrations did at least approach those
which reduce the growth of S. aherniflora  -1 mM!
 Koch and Mendelssohn 1989!. In addition, since
sulfide also inhibits plan  uptake of' nitrogen  NH,�
N!  [koch et al. 1990!, which is the primary liiniting
nutrient to salt marsh plant productivity  Valiela and
Teal 1974!, production may have been f'uriher
reduced in the lowest sites by its presence.

Physical characteristics of the sediment may
also help explain the increase in production as the
amount of added sediment rose, Bulk densitics
indicate that mineral matter content was much
higher in areas receiving the most sediment.
Wetland soils with a higher inineral content have a
greater ability to take up and sequester nutrients
 Mitsch and Gosselink 1993!, and they also have
been shown to provide more nutrients on a per
volume basis when compared to organic salt inarsh
soils  Delwune et al. 1979!. Sites receiving the inost
sediment addition also had greater extractable Fe
and Mn concentrations. These elements are
iinportant in their ability to precipitate sulfides and
thereby reduce toxic so!uble sulfide concentrations
 Gambrell and Patrick 1978!,
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The effect sediment additions had on soil
nutrient pools may also helpexplain plant responses.
Although NO,-N concentration was lower with
greater sediment addition, the high plant biomass
at sites receiving the most sediment suggests that
the low interstitial N was a resuIt of plant uptake.
In fact, erttractable NO,-N in the original dredge
material was 40X higher than that for the soil
material coBected within the study area in 1993  date
not shown!. Thus, the sediment initially mtroduced
into this salt marsh was of high N fertility . This is
likely the key reason for the much higher cover and
plant heights seen in this area, since nitrogen is the
major nutrient limiting salt marsh plant growth
 Valielaand Teal 1974!, In addition, the increase in
extractable P concentrations with sediment additions
up to SAR-IV also likely had a positive effect,

Condtssion

Se.diment additions appear to have suc-
cessfully rehabilitated this deteriorating salt marsh,
With sediment additions salt marsh plant growth
improved due to increased soil aeration, nutrient and
mineral rnatter conte'.nt. Areas receiving inter-
mediate and high amounts of sediment showed
increased plant cover FurtherTnore, the highest
SAR's are likely to be the most long-lived because
of the effects of subsidence and sea level rise. Thus,
sediment additions could play a positive role in the
management of sediment starved rnarshes, although
successful enhancement may be mediated by a
number of other considerations,
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